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Abstract
This Master’s thesis explores the question of how Wall Street, as a special interest group in
American political life, was able to translate economic power into political power in the
1990s. The theoretical basis of the thesis is pluralism in policymaking – particularly biased
pluralism: the observation that some groups in society have an amount of political influence
that is disproportionate to their numbers. Moreover, the more recent body of scholarship in
financialization theory serves as an important framework for this my analysis of the rise of
Wall Street’s influence towards the end of the twentieth century. As opposed to explaining
the U.S. financial sector’s increased political influence in terms of monetary capital and
lobbying activity targeting the legislative branch, this thesis seeks to develop an
understanding of the evolving relationship between the financial sector and the executive
branch over the course of American history, and the ways in which the relationship between
the two help shape economic policy within time-specific contexts. Importantly, the thesis
attempt to explain how and why the most substantial and consequential financial deregulation
efforts of the twentieth century occurred in the 1990s, under a Democratic administration.
The thesis considers the extent of influence Wall Street has over regulation of the
financial services industry as an indicator of how much political power the financial sector
holds. To this end, I examine long-term structural changes in the U.S. economy, historical
changes in the relationship between the federal government and the financial sector, the rise
of financialization as a political, economic, and sociocultural process, the revolving door of
between Wall Street and Washington that trade-specific expertise necessitates, and the
emergence of a political ideology of self-regulating free markets that became hegemonic by
the 1990s. Moreover, the thesis examines the relationship between President Clinton and his
administration and advisors in order to understand why the most comprehensive and farreaching financial deregulation efforts of the twentieth century occurred in the 1990s. A
historical primary source-based method is used to analyze certain defining events in this
decade that shaped President Clinton’s economic agenda and the administration’s
relationship to the financial sector. The thesis sees the intersection of politics, economic and
culture as a «structure» that shifts in time. The 1990s saw a structural shift, and it
consequently shaped political conversations, conflicts, and policy-making during the Clinton
presidency from 1993 to 2000.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Topic
There are few stretches of pavement in the world that represent as much as does Wall Street.
To some, Wall Street represents opportunity, power, progress, and wealth. To others, it
represents greed, corruption, capitalism, and the one percent.1 No matter what connotations
the name ‘Wall Street’ brings to a person, and no matter the political beliefs or ideological
leanings a person has, it is hard to dismiss the amount of political influence Wall Street has
accumulated in recent years. Of course, the political influence of the American banking and
financial sector has gone through ebbs and flows over the course of the nation’s history, but
arguably it has now reached a new plateau, igniting a fierce debate over the country’s future.
In this thesis, I will show that after a long period of strict regulation and oversight
after the Great Depression, the U.S. financial sector underwent a transformation in the last
two or three decades of the twentieth century. The regulatory framework of the Depressionera was no longer able to contain the financial instruments and practices of the modern Wall
Street that had emerged. Deregulation of the financial services industry in the U.S. began in
the 1980s and accelerated in the 1990s under President Bill Clinton. By the end of the
millennium, Wall Street had managed to get its most coveted legislation through Congress:
the repeal of the 1933 Glass-Steagall Act that separated commercial banks from investment
banks. A number of other Wall Street-friendly policies and processes were undertaken in the
1990s that helped create an environment in which the mega-conglomerates in financial
services become too big to fail in the 2000s.
I began my research interested in understanding why such major liberalization and
deregulation of the financial services industry happened in the 1990s, under a Democratic
administration. Not surprisingly, I have found that this is a multifaceted problem. On one
level, there were several structural changes in American society beginning in the 1970s that
help explain the rise of Wall Street’s political power. These include shifts in political doctrine
and paradigms, and the increasingly centrist course of the Democratic Party from the late
1980s; the gradual economic shift from industrial capitalism to financial capitalism; changes
in the cultural perception of and trust in the financial sector; and the rise of a scholarly
movement in academic finance that sparked an innovative revolution in financial instruments.

1

Refers to the top one wealthiest percent of the population and the problem with income inequality. The term is
based on the political slogan of the Occupy Wall Street movement, “We are the 99%”.
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On another level, I have found that economic policy-making in the U.S. has been periodically
affected by the relationship between the White House and Wall Street, going back to the
nineteenth century. In the 1990s, the demand for experts from the financial services industry
in federal regulatory agencies and in the White House administration was high. President
Clinton’s choice to populate his administration, his economic team, and his federal agencies
with Wall Street insiders who advocated strongly for deregulation and liberalization appears
to have had an effect on the economic policy program President Clinton pursued. These
themes, along with others, will be explored in the following chapters.

1.2 Research Questions
My central research question is: How and why was Wall Street able to translate economic
power to political power in the 1990s? In the context of this thesis, the term ‘Wall Street’
refers to the financial sector in the U.S. economy, both as an industry and as a special interest
group in public policy. The question contains the hypothesis that it was in this decade that
Wall Street reached an entirely new level of political influence that it had not possessed
before. As will be discussed, the power and position of the U.S. financial sector has gone
through highs and lows, and there have been other points in U.S. history in which the banking
industry has possessed a disproportionate amount of political influence. Nonetheless, the
transformation of the financial industry and financial markets from the 1970s onwards,
combined with political and cultural paradigm shifts around the same time, created a new
Wall Street that had not existed before and its political power ballooned in the 1990s.
The way I operationalize political power in this thesis is primarily through the extent
and character of federal regulation of the financial sector. By that, I mean that I view the
extent to which Wall Street is able to exert influence over regulation of the industry as an
indicator of the extent of its political power. To this end, I will review the historical process of
creating a central banking system with federal oversight and supervision of the banking
industry, the creation of the Depression-era regulatory framework with the Glass-Steagall Act
of 1933 as the cornerstone, and the gradual dismantling of this regulatory framework in the
last two decades of the twentieth century. I consider the repeal of Glass-Steagall in 1999 as
the last nail in the coffin for this regulatory regime and the major indicator that Wall Street’s
political power had finally become as great as its economic power.
Although I will give a historical account of the evolution of the U.S. banking system
and the industry’s relationship with the federal government, the primary focus of the thesis
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will be the Clinton administration from 1993-2000. U.S. economic performance in the last
half of the 1990s was impressive, and it has sometimes been attributed to President Clinton
and his advisors’ decision to focus on dramatic cuts in the federal deficit and the liberalization
and deregulation of the financial markets. As we will see, these decisions were not
uncontroversial within the administration or with the public, and the financial crisis that began
in 2007-2008 has caused many scholars, commentators, and pundits to view President
Clinton’s economic legacy in a new light.
I will discuss different decisions made by the Clinton administration that enabled Wall
Street to increase its political power, including the narrow focus on deficit reduction to gain
the financial sector’s trust, President Clinton’s choice to populate his economic team and his
regulatory agencies with fiscal conservatives and Wall Street insiders, and the consequences
this had in terms of creating an echo chamber of self-regulating free market ideology on both
sides of the political aisle in Washington.
Secondary research questions that will be explored in this thesis include:


In what way does the relationship between the White House (i.e. the President) and
powerful financiers on Wall Street affect economic policymaking in the United States?



What developments and paradigm shifts occurred from the 1970s and onwards that
gradually strengthened the position of the financial sector relative to other business
sectors in the U.S?



Supposing that Wall Street gained instrumental political power in the 1990s, what was
the role President Clinton, his administration, and his chosen advisors played in
enabling or supporting this?

1.3 Scope & Limitations
My thesis is limited to the financial sector in the U.S., specifically. When discussing the rise
of modern finance and ‘financialization’ as a political, cultural, and economic phenomenon, I
focus on the American context. That is not to say that similar developments are not evident
elsewhere in developed economies, but the geographical scope of my research is restricted to
the United States. Where relevant to my analysis and to developments in the U.S., I will
comment on global economic conditions. It is, however, not the purpose of this thesis to give
any form of comparative analysis of the rise of the financial sector in the U.S. or its regulatory
framework to other nations or regions. In terms of timeframe, my analysis focuses on the
1990s. A historical analysis of the evolution of the U.S. banking system from the birth of the
4

nation will be given in the first part of this thesis, and it serves as a framework in which to
analyze the events and shifts that occurred in the 1990s. It is this decade that will be the focus
of my analysis.
There are a number of approaches that could have been employed to answer my research
question, and many avenues of research. Importantly, most scholars acknowledge that
lobbying plays a significant role in explaining Wall Street’s rising political power. I will not,
however, go into detail on the mechanisms and impact of lobbying in this thesis. In order to
explain the rising political power of the financial industry in terms of lobbying, one would
need to be able to measure the influence of lobbying. Scholars of interest group influence
have not reached a consensus on how to operationalize or measure lobbying influence, and
the relevant scholarship has produced conflicting empirical results. As a result of the
difficulty in finding a quantitative measurement of lobbying influence, political scientists
have tended to avoid the question in recent decades.2 I will therefore not attempt to measure
the influence of the financial sector’s lobbying efforts in the 1990s.
Moreover, my focus is on the relationship between Wall Street and the executive branch
and not on the legislative branch, which is the target for most lobbying activity. I do
nonetheless consider the financial services sector to be a special interest group in American
political life; one that has had a disproportionate amount of influence on public police at
certain points throughout U.S. history. I will therefore review interest group theory as a
framework for my thesis.

1.4 Methodology & Sources
American Studies is an inherently interdisciplinary field, drawing from traditional disciplines
such as history, literature, sociology, anthropology, and political science, among many others.
Consequently, there are a variety of approaches to methodology. I have chosen a qualitative
approach to answering my research question; a historical source-based method.
In the first two internal chapters of this thesis, I will give a historical analysis of the
transformation of the United States banking system. Taking a big-picture approach, I will
discuss several turning points in the relationship between the U.S. government and the
banking and financial services industry from 1789 to the 1980s. Next, I will narrow my focus
For a review on the problematic aspect of measuring influence, see Andreas Dür & Dirk De Bièvre, ‘The
Question of Interest Group Influence,’ in Journal of Public Policy, vol. 27, no. 1 (2007): 1-12,
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0143814X07000591. See also Frank R. Baumgartner & Beth L. Leech, Basic Interests:
The Importance of Groups in Politics and Political Science, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998),
3-21, 22-43.
2
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to the presidency of Bill Clinton in the 1990s in an attempt to understand why and how Wall
Street was able to increase its political power in the 1990s. In order to do this, I have chosen
to focus on a number of first-hand accounts of those who were involved in crucial turning
points in the Clinton administration.
A variety of sources will be used to conduct this analysis. Primary sources include
memoirs of people that were involved in the Clinton administration’s turn to Wall Streetfriendly economic policies, such as Bill Clinton, Alan Greenspan, and Robert Reich. I have
also examined interviews of people central to my narrative, through documentaries and
through Russell L. Riley’s collection of interviews in his oral history of the Clinton
administration, Inside the Clinton White House (2016). Moreover, I have found invaluable
information in Bob Woodward’s investigative account of the early Clinton years, The Agenda
(1994), which draws on hundreds of interviews, confidential internal memos, diaries, and
meeting notes. Other primary sources consulted include presidential statements and addresses,
official government documents and releases, statements in Congress, research data, and
newspaper articles published at the time. The information collected from these primary
sources form the basis of my analysis of the Clinton administration in the 1990s.
I am conscious of the potential of bias in using memoirs and interviews as primary
sources. Given that the people in question discuss highly politicized issues and often have
inherently different beliefs on macroeconomics, I have strived to offer some nuance and
comment on both sides of the story where possible by cross-checking sources. I am also
conscious of taking into account the time the memoirs were written. For example, Alan
Greenspan’s memoir The Age of Turbulence was written and published right before the
subprime mortgage crisis of 2007-2008 and the subsequent global financial crisis. The
economic views and perceived truths he advocated strongly for in his book are thus more
controversial and disputable today than they were in 2006. Greenspan has since conceded that
he discovered faults in his beliefs following the financial crisis, and I will acknowledge this
where relevant.

1.5 Theoretical framework
There are two main sets of theoretical foundations that will be used to frame this thesis. The
first foundation is pluralism and interest group theory. When approaching the question of
how Wall Street translated economic power to political power in the 1990s, I see Wall Street
– or, the financial services industry – as a special interest group in American political life. I
6

will therefore review political theory on the role of interest groups in policymaking in the
U.S. The second foundation is financialization theory, a more recent body of scholarship that
emerged at the end of the twentieth century in response to the rise of modern finance. As
national economies in developed countries were increasingly built on financial assets as
opposed to tangible assets, such as commodities and manufacturing, financialization theory
attempted to explain and analyze the effects of this development. A review of both theoretical
foundations follows.

Pluralism and Interest-Group Theory: a Historical Account
The starting point of any discussion concerning interest groups and their role in the American
political system is typically The Federalist Papers; specifically Federalist No. 10 by James
Madison. In this article, Madison introduced what Giles and Page (2014) calls majoritarian
pluralism. This is the idea that the struggle between politically and ideologically diverse
groups ultimately leads to policies that are generally representative of the needs and wishes of
the general public as a whole.3 Using the somewhat fuzzy and vague term “factions” (which
has sometimes been interpreted as political parties and sometimes as interest groups),
Madison expressed concern about the possibility that citizens might band together and pursue
their special interests in rash way, neglecting the common good in the process.4 As such,
Madison has often been interpreted as an opponent of interest group pluralism.
Madison asserted, however, that the personal liberty to form groups could not be
banished or else the republic would end up as an authoritarian state. In a majoritarian pluralist
view, the freedom to form special interest groups is needed in order to ensure that minority
opinions as well as majority opinions have a place in the democracy. Madison felt the best
possible option was to allow groups to form freely in the hopes that the multitude of special
interests would balance each other out. As such, interest groups were a necessary evil for a
democratic society.5

3

Martin Giles & Benjamin Page, ‘Testing Theories of American Politics: Elites, Interest Groups, and Average
Citizens,’ in Perspectives on Politics, vol. 12, no. 3 (2014): 566, https://doi.org/10.1017/S1537592714001595
4
Andrew McFarland, ‘Interest Group Theory,’ in The Oxford Handbook of American Political Parties and
Interest Groups, eds. L. Sandy Maisel, Jeffrey M. Berry, and George C. Edwards III, online version, 37. Print
publication date: Jan 2010, online publication date: May 2010,
https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199542628.003.0003
5
James Madison, ‘Federalist No. 10,’ November 22, 1787, in The Penguin Guide to the United States
Constitution: A Fully Annotated Declaration of Independence, U.S. Constitution and Amendments, and
Selections from The Federalist Papers, ed. Richard Beeman (London: Penguin Books, 2010), 95-103. See also
James Yoho ‘Madison on the Beneficial Effects of Interest Groups: What Was Left Unsaid in “Federalist” 10,’
in Polity, vol. 27, no. 4 (Summer 1995): 587-605, https://doi.org/10.2307/3234961; Giles & Page, ‘Testing
Theories of American Politics’; McFarland, ‘Interest Group Theory,’ 38
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With this background in mind, the next step in the theoretical framework of interest
group theory as it applies to American politics has been termed group theory. Arthur F.
Bentley is widely recognized as the original proponent with the publication of The Process of
Government (1908).6 Group theory builds on majoritarian pluralism and it is the belief that
public policy is created as a result of group struggle. It sees the interaction and struggle
between groups as the central aspect of political life. Some interpretations of group theory go
as far as to suggest that group struggle is the only factor in policy-making and government,
with even the state and the law being reducible to interest representations.7
Group theory reached its zenith the 1950s, following the publication of David B.
Truman’s The Governmental Process (1951). It is regarded as a classic pluralist analysis and
a representative text of the pluralist argument of interest groups and their function and
significance in American politics.8 Truman argued that the fundamental basis for
understanding the political sphere in America was the interaction among groups.9 His view of
interest groups (he consciously chooses this term rather than “pressure groups”) is a positive
one.10 His perception was that they were not a threat to the stability of a democratic society
because the constitutional arrangements in the United States, such as the system of checks and
balances and separation of powers, provided adequate protection against the potential of
undue influence by powerful interest groups in most cases.11
One of the most important contributions from Truman’s work dealt with group
formation and organization. His thesis was that groups form more or less spontaneously when
people with shared interests respond to some commonly perceived threat or frustration.12
“Any mutual interest…,” Truman wrote, “any shared attitude, is a potential group.
A disturbance in established relationships and expectations anywhere in the society may
produce new patterns of interaction aimed at restricting or eliminating the disturbance.”13
When these potential groups organize it prompts other groups to form into associations for an

McFarland, ‘Interest Group Theory,’ 38
Ibid.
8
Wyn Grant, ‘David B. Truman, The Governmental Process: Political Interests and Public Opinion,’ in The
Oxford Handbook of Classics in Public Policy and Administration, eds. Martin Lodge, Edward C. Page, and
Steven J. Balla, online version, 23. Print publication date: Mar 2015, online publication date: Jul 2016,
https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199646135.013.16
9
McFarland, ‘Interest Group Theory,’ p 38
10
David B. Truman, The Governmental Process: Political Interests and Public Opinion (New York: Knopf,
1951), 39
11
Grant, ‘David B. Truman, The Governmental Process,’ 23-27
12
Jack L. Walker, ‘The Origins and Maintenance of Interest Groups in America,’ in American Political Science
Review, vol. 77, no. 2 (Jun 1983): 390, https://doi.org/10.2307/1958924
13
Truman, The Governmental Process, 511
6
7
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opposing or dissimilar view. This process continues on and on until society establishes a form
of social equilibrium that ensures continued function and fairness of the system.
Truman thus saw no incompatibility between a stable representative democracy and
the activity of interest groups.14 Truman’s thesis has since been challenged, most notably by
scholars such as Mancur Olson (1965) and Charles E. Lindblom (1977). Part of the critique
tackles the idea of “potential groups” and asks how they could possibly be identified and
studied when they are unorganized by nature. Truman has also been criticized for having a too
benign view of the relationship between interest groups and the process of policy-making.15
Truman’s group theory was widely accepted in political science up until the 1960s. At
that point, group theorists were challenged by pluralist theorists who rejected the view of
Truman and his followers that public policy was essentially the sum of interest group
pressures.16 This next theoretical development was ushered in by Robert Dahl’s Who
Governs? (1961). Dahl’s pluralism was developed as a response to C. Wright Mills’ radical
power elite theory (1956).17 Mills had argued that since 1945, there was a national power elite
that dominated America and threatened democratic pluralism. This elite had enough power,
money, and access to policy-makers to allow them to control the system. It consisted of three
groups: top national government officials (“political directorate”), executives of the biggest
corporations (“the corporate rich”), and the leading military officers (“the warlords”).18 Dahl,
however, was distrustful of this theory and held that case studies were needed to prove that
power elites actually controlled the system. He used New Haven, Connecticut as a case study
in Who Governs? and argued that there was no power elite present.19
Dahl placed more emphasis on competitive elections and political parties than the
group theorists had, and he rejected the idea that public policy is solely the sum of interest
group pressures. He felt that the role of political groups had been overstated in group theory
in proportion to elections and parties in the political system.20 Dahl recognized that interest

Walker, ‘The Origins and Maintenance of Interest Groups in America,’ 391; Grant, ‘David B. Truman, The
Governmental Process,’ 32-33
15
See Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1965), 125-129
16
Andrew S. McFarland, ‘Interest Groups and Theories of Power in America,’ in British Journal of Political
Science, vol. 17, no. 2 (Apr 1987): 39, http://www.jstor.org/stable/193940
17
Ibid.
18
See C. Wright Mills, The Power Elite (London: Oxford University Press, 1965); McFarland, ‘Interest Group
Theory,’ 39; William Genieys, ‘C. Wright Mills, The Power Elite,’ in The Oxford Handbook of Classics in
Public Policy and Administration, eds. Martin Lodge, Edward C. Page, and Steven J. Balla, online version, 6979. Print publication date: Mar 2015, online publication date: Jul 2016,
https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199646135.013.15
19
McFarland, ‘Interest Group Theory,’ 39
20
Ibid.
14
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groups influenced public policy-making, but he argued that it was also influenced by political
parties, politicians, and government agencies.21 This is what distinguished him from Bentley
and Truman who came close to claiming that public policy was solely determined by balance
of power and interaction among groups.22
Another theoretical contribution in the scholarship of interest group theory was biased
pluralism, also called multiple-elitism. This view, in its various forms, argues that there are a
number of special interests that tend to dominate certain policy areas in American politics.23
One of the most influential contributions in the beginning of this trend was Mancur Olson’s
The Logic of Collective Action (1965). Olson rejected Truman’s idea that there were potential
groups existing all around, ready spring into action and spontaneously organize once they
become aware of a threat to their common interest.24 He based his argument on the marginal
cost of political participation, which he found differed greatly in various social groups.25
A key issue that Olson felt was overlooked in the pluralist tradition was the ‘free rider
problem’: why should an individual work towards a goal if his support is not decisive and he
is sure to benefit once the goal is obtained?26 Olson noted that public policy often produces
collective benefits that are available to all, whether or not a citizen participated in the political
process.27 Clean air is a typical example of such a public good with collective benefits. Since
there is no way to exclude beneficiaries from collective goods, there is an inherent free riding
problem in collective action. Olson thus argued that it made little sense for a rational actor to
expend resources on participating in the political process of ensuring clean air when he or she
will benefit even without contributing.28
Olson hypothesized that in order to avoid the free riding problem, only lobbies with
few beneficiaries (particularly when lobbying for selective benefits) will organize. This is
because the contributing groups or individuals receive positive payoffs that are exclusive to
them. Hence, the few defeat the many in the world of interest group politics.29 Olson’s book

McFarland, ‘Interest Group Theory,’ 40
Ibid.
23
Ibid., 40, 42
24
Walker, ‘The Origins and Maintenance of Interest Groups in America,’ 391; Grant, ‘David B. Truman, The
Governmental Process,’ 26
25
Walker, ‘The Origins and Maintenance of Interest Groups in America,’ 391
26
Grant, ‘David B. Truman, The Governmental Process,’ 28
27
David Lowery, ‘Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action: Public Goods and the Theory of Groups,’ in
The Oxford Handbook of Classics in Public Policy and Administration, eds. Martin Lodge, Edward C. Page, and
Steven J. Balla, online version, 206. Print publication date: Mar 2015, online publication date: Jul 2016,
https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199646135.013.7
28
McFarland, ‘Interest Group Theory,’ 40; Lowery, ‘Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action,’ 206
29
McFarland, ‘Interest Group Theory,’ 40, 41
21
22
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stimulated a large body of theoretical work on the logic of collective action, which altogether
showed how difficult it is to organize groups whose members have nothing more in common
than an idea or a cause.30
Biased pluralism remained influential in the 1970s, certainly aided by the publication
of Theodore Lowi’s The End of Liberalism (1969, 1979). His book is arguably one of the
most cited and famous texts in political science.31 In his book, Lowi issued dire warnings
about the dominance of interest groups in policy-making. He argued that since the 1930s,
public policy and laws are no longer made in Congress, as intended by the constitutional
tradition. Instead, Congress delegates policy-making to the bureaucracy and administrative
agencies of the executive branch.
Lowi’s thesis claimed that as complex social problems rose to prominence on the
political agenda in the 1960s under President Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society program, it
was assumed that the constituencies who needed help best knew how to help themselves. As a
result, policy was increasingly being developed and administered by unelected bureaucrats
and organizations.32 Administrative agencies were given much leeway, as a result of vague
legislative language, and this enabled them to form coalitions with like-minded interest
groups who could then help formulate specific regulations and legislative measures. Lowi
argued that this trend of delegating policymaking to bureaus and agencies had enabled
powerful interest groups to dominate certain policy areas. When this happens, he warned,
special interests are able to implement legislation and regulations that benefit themselves and
reflect their goals, as opposed to the long-term goals of the public as a whole.33
Lowi stated that one of the underlying reasons for this development was the increased
specialization in America as a result of industrialization and technological advances.34 Elected
officials in Congress acknowledged that professional specialization and complexity reduced
their ability to regulate and oversee. This led them to delegating authority to administrative
agencies that were able to work with the interest groups of a specialized field.35 Lowi
essentially claimed that one could discover which interests were being advantaged on policy
at any given time to analyzing which groups has the most access to the administering
Walker, ‘The Origins and Maintenance of Interest Groups in America,’ 391
Tom Holyoke, ‘Theodore J. Lowi, The End of Liberalism: The Second Republic of the United States,’ in The
Oxford Handbook of Classics in Public Policy and Administration, eds. Martin Lodge, Edward C. Page, and
Steven J. Balla, online version, 221. Print publication date: Mar 2015, online publication date: Jul 2016,
https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199646135.013.3
32
Ibid., 223
33
Ibid., 222 ; McFarland, ‘Interest Group Theory,’ 41
34
Holyoke, ‘Theodore J. Lowi, The End of Liberalism,’ 225
35
Ibid.
30
31
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agencies.36 As we will see in the next few chapters, this tendency will be of importance when
analyzing the deregulation of the financial services industry in the 1990s. George Stigler
made an important contribution in this area when he developed the idea of ‘regulatory
capture’ (1971).37 This is a problematic dimension in policy-making in which government
agencies are ‘captured’ by the interest or industry they are supposed to be regulating, and will
be discussed further in Chapter 5.
Finally, the contribution of Charles Lindblom (Politics and Markets, 1977) in biased
pluralism must not be neglected. Lindblom’s central argument was that the major industrial
and financial corporations are the dominant economic and political entities in the American
system and in other capitalist, or market-oriented, systems.38 This occurs because of structural
reasons in society that make business and financial interest different from others. Business,
according to Lindblom, has a privileged position in politics based on the government’s
dependence on economic success for both popularity and legitimacy.39 Lindblom thus argued
that business interest groups do not have to pressure or coerce the government to the same
extent as other interest groups might have to. Even before the age of ‘financialization,’
Lindblom observed that in market-oriented societies such as the U.S., “businessmen are
influential in enormous disproportion” in political life, relative to the workforce and other
special interest groups.40 Having reviewed the major trends in the theoretical evolution of
pluralism, it is appropriate to note at this point that biased pluralism is the framework that
will be most pertinent to this thesis.

Financialization Theory
The second theoretical foundation for this thesis will be financialization theory; a useful tool
in order to understand the ways the U.S. economic system changed from the 1930s to the end
of the twentieth century when Glass-Steagall was repealed. In the 2000s, and particularly after
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the global financial crisis, scholarly interest in the structural changes in economic systems
since the post-war years increased drastically. Across a variety of disciplines, such as political
science, sociology, economics, and anthropology, the concept of financialization has been
used to describe a structural shift in capitalism that has occurred over the past four decades; a
shift from “industrial to financial capitalism.”41 As scholars began to recognize in the 1990s
that something about contemporary capitalism had radically changed (namely, the importance
of finance for both economic policy and for individual livelihoods), new conceptual tools
were necessary to understand and study economic systems.42 ‘Financialization’ generally
refers to the rising influence of the finance sector on economic policy, as a result of a growing
financial sector since the 1970s.
There are many definitions of the term financialization and I will address a few. Palley
(2013) asserted that, in essence, financialization refers to the fact that financial sector interests
began dominating macroeconomics and economic policy from the late 1970s and onwards.43
This trend happened both in global economic policy and domestically in the U.S.
Financialization, in Palley’s words, is the “process whereby financial markets, financial
institutions, and financial elites gain greater influence over economic policy and economic
outcomes.”44
Van der Zwan (2010) defines financialization as “the web of interrelated processes—
economic, political, social, technological, cultural etc.—through which finance has extended
its influence beyond the marketplace and into other realms of social life.”45 Van der Zwan
highlights not only the role of finance in economic policy, but also the different ways finance
has gained importance for the ordinary citizen and household in the U.S. She discusses the
rise of the citizen as an investor, the targeting of low-income and middle-class households
with goals of incorporating them into the financial sphere, and how the financial market
increasingly became the provider for people’s basic needs, such as homes and pensions.
Epstein (2001) defines financialization as “the increasing importance of financial
markets, financial motives, financial institutions, and financial elites in the operations of the
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economy and its governing institutions, both at the national and international levels.”46
Epstein uses financialization as a way to explain the phenomenon of “inflation targeting,”
whereby central banks keep interest rates low and directing monetary policy in that direction
in order to fuel the financial markets, often at the expense of all other monetary goals that are
beneficial to society such as employment.47 The phenomena discussed in these two articles
are examples of how financialization targets the economy both on a macro and a micro level.
The term ‘financialization’ is not without its faults, given the broad scope of contexts
and areas it is employed in. Dore (2008) pointed out that, “‘financialization’ is a bit like
‘globalization’ – a convenient word for a bundle of more or less discrete structural changes in
the economies of the industrialized world.”48 Engelen (2008) has also discussed the
limitations of the term financialization in light of the ‘conceptual stretching’ and ‘conceptual
traveling’ issue, introduced by Giovanni Sartori (1970).49 In his seminal article, Sartori
pointed out the inherent problem with researchers’ quest for generalization. Once researchers
find a theory or hypothesis that applies to specific context, they will often try to prove the
thesis’ generality by applying it to another set of contexts. If that proves unsuccessful, there is
sometimes a tendency of “stretching” the original hypothesis to make it applicable to those
other contexts. As a result, vagueness of terms and theories ensue, while in fact, the
foundation of any sound theoretical research is having stable concepts and terms to work
from.50
‘Financialization’ can be said to suffer a bit from conceptual stretching given the fact
that the term is applied to so many different contexts that are not equally measurable or
methodologically uniform. It is possible, for instance, to empirically support the claim that
since the 1970s, accumulation of profit in the U.S. has happened primarily through financial
channels as opposed to through trade and commodity production, leading to reduced
investment in tangible assets.51 It is not necessarily possible, however, to do the same
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empirical study with the cultural influence of finance on society since the 1970s. This
approach may instead focus on emerging narratives, discourses, and ideologies that
popularize finance. All this is not to say that the term is too vague to be useful, but rather that
– much like ‘globalization’ – one must be aware of context and purpose.
The relevance and purpose of financialization theory in this thesis paper is that it
provides a framework to understand the context in which Wall Street was able to translate
economic power into political power in the 1990s. It sheds light on the structural forces that
enabled the soft power and the influence of the financial sector by the time President Clinton
took office in 1993. It is also telling that scholarly work on the concept of financialization
first emerged in the mid-1990s.52 This suggests a lack of conceptual frameworks in place
about what was actually observed concerning capitalism, economic systems, and the role of
financial markets in a nation’s economy at the time when President Clinton occupied the
White House.
A Note on ‘Neoliberalism’
Financialization is often understood as a product of neoliberalism, or at least a phenomenon
occurring hand-in-hand with the rise of neoliberalism in the last three of four decades.53
Neoliberalism is decidedly a term that has suffered from conceptual stretching, and I am
hesitant to invoke it in this thesis. In the beginning of Chapter 5, I have chosen to use the term
to comment on the paradigm shift in the political doctrine in the U.S., and it is thus necessary
to conceptualize what I mean by ‘neoliberalism’ in this thesis.
The term ‘neoliberalism’ was not popularized until the 1990s, but it has a long
theoretical tradition that precedes it. The origins of neoliberalism can be traced back to the
socialist calculation debate of the 1920s and 1930s and the renewal of the case for economic
liberalism, which again dates back to Victorian laissez-faire liberalism in the mid nineteenth
century.54 Following the New Deal and the banking reform of the 1930s, economic liberals
attempted to reinvent the free-market argument and shape their advocacy as a critique of
Keynesianism. In 1944, Friedrich Hayek published The Road to Serfdom, which became a
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widely read and popular introduction to neoliberal ideas.55 Hayek then founded a think tank
and academic network called the Mont Pelerin Society in 1947, which would go on to serve
as an important link between neoliberal ideologists and policy-makers for decades.56
Perhaps most important for what we tend to think of as neoliberalism today was the
Chicago School of economics. The Chicago School would go on to exert a strong influence
over applied neoliberal policies.57 It was increasingly skeptical of regulation, and the
arguments developed in this academic circle were increasingly influential in U.S. politics
from the mid-1970s onwards.58 Respect for neoliberalism in academic circles grew when
Friedrich Hayek and Milton Friedman of the Chicago School both won the Nobel Prize in
economics in 1974 and 1976, respectively.59
Today, neoliberalism serves as a key concept in critical analyses from a variety of
theoretical foundations. It is used in critical Marxist theory as a class-driven project for
restructuring of state interests in favor of free markets, liberalization and privatization.60 It
also used in Foucaultian analyses as a dominant discourse, or dominant ideology, of the past
three of four decades. Moreover, the term is used in a variety of scholarship on global
economic policy doctrines, in “varieties of capitalism”-literature, and as a catch-all maleficent
force behind things ranging from violence in cinema, changes in university management, and
the rise of reality television.61
When briefly invoked in Chapter 5 of this thesis, the term ‘neoliberalism’ refers to
political economy specifically, and follows the Marxist tradition in terms of
conceptualization. The element of focus is the rise of neoliberalism as a policy doctrine in the
U.S. following the failure of Keynesian fiscal and monetary policies in the 1970s.
Neoliberalism is here understood as a political ideology that emphasizes free trade and
economic globalization, a turn from production to financial capitalism, and the liberalization
of markets; a political ideology that became doctrine by the late 1970s and was cemented in
the U.S. by the ascendency of Ronald Reagan.
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1.6

Thesis outline

The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 gives a historical overview of the evolution of
the U.S. banking system from the nation’s inception to the banking reform in the 1930s. I will
explore the enduring dichotomy between the Jeffersonian and the Hamiltonian vision of the
United States and the different attitudes about the role of banks and finance. Monetary policy
and the long road to the creation of the Federal Reserve System in 1913 is discussed, along
with how and why the nation’s top financier at the time, J. Pierpont Morgan, could act as the
nation’s lender of last resort in the absence of a central bank. Moreover, I will review the
banking reform and the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 and the resulting regulatory regime that
was put in place.
Chapter 3 turns to the changing economic conditions of the 1970s. I will review the
changing role of the U.S. in the global economy after World War II through the Bretton
Woods system, and how the gold exchange standard put the U.S. in a vulnerable position as
market demand for the U.S. dollar increased. Next, I will discuss the Great Inflation and the
breakdown of the postwar Keynesian fiscal and monetary system. Lastly, I will examine the
rise of modern finance in the 1970s, aided by the scholarly movement of academic finance.
This marks the end of the historical overview of a changing banking system in the U.S.
In Chapter 4, I narrow the scope and focus on the Clinton administration from 19932000. Attention is turned to the events and processes that defined President Clinton’s
economy policy and the turn to a Wall Street-friendly agenda, and I will analyze these events
and conflicts through primary sources and personal narratives. I will begin by discussing the
economy Bill Clinton inherited and his economic priorities before his inauguration, and how
these priorities shifted after the election as work on the 1993 budget agreement began. Next, I
will look at the fight for deregulation of the financial services industry in the 1990s, ending
with the repeal of Glass-Steagall in 1999. Throughout this chapter, I am interested in
understanding who had the most influence over President Clinton and who advised him in the
direction he went, and I have found that Alan Greenspan and Robert Rubin, both advocates of
self-regulation free markets, were arguably two of the most important voices he listened to.
In Chapter 5, I analyze the events and narratives of the previous chapter in light of
theoretical framework and historical background, and I attempt to answer the question of how
Wall Street was able to translate economic power into political power in the 1990s. I find that
the answer is multifaceted. Paradigm shifts in political doctrine that bled into
macroeconomics helped the financial sector gain respect and political influence in
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Washington, and President Clinton’s wish to differentiate himself from the Democrats of the
1950s and 1960s arguably made him more inclined to support fiscal discipline and
deregulation of finance. Financialization in itself is a contributing factor in that financial
assets and the rise of financial markets had grown tremendously important to the growth of
the U.S. economy by the 1990s. I will also discuss different types of capital Wall Street was
able to use in the 1990s that differed from before, both politically and culturally, that helps
explain the rise in political influence.
Chapter 6 will be a summary of my main arguments and key findings, with concluding
remarks and suggested avenues for further research.
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2 The Evolution of the U.S. Banking System
2.1 Introduction to chapter
The central question of this thesis is how was Wall Street able to translate economic power
into political power in the 1990s; a development I argue was encapsulated (or reached its
zenith) in the repeal of Glass-Steagall in 1999. In order to examine this question, we must first
take a historical look at the origins of the banking reform in the 1930s and reflect on why such
reform was called for in the U.S. The regulatory framework of the Depression-era was
challenged by Wall Street and its Washington allies in the last two decades of the twentieth
century, and it was practically dismantled by the time Bill Clinton left the White House in
2000. Federal regulation of the banking and finance system, and the relationship between the
government and the banking and finance industry, has gone through ebbs and flows in
American history. In this broad overview of the United States’ economic history, I will go as
far back as to the roots of the nation to examine the relationship between Wall Street and
Washington.
Public and political attitudes towards the banking and financial services industry play
an integral part in shaping the U.S. banking system of a given era. The interpersonal conflicts,
alliances, and relationships between the White House and the titans of finance have had
lasting consequences in the economic policies pursued throughout different points in history.
Such relationships played a distinct role in the financial deregulation efforts of the 1990s, and
it is important to acknowledge the fact that alliances between Wall Street and Washington are
not primarily constructions of the late twentieth century. Rather, these alliances have more or
less always existed in the United States to varying degrees of closeness.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 traces the history of banking and
monetary policy from George Washington’s presidency until the creation of the Federal
Reserve System in 1913. In this section, I will pay special attention to the fight for and against
a central banking system; the role banking institutions – and more often than not, financier J.
Pierpont Morgan specifically – played in the economic panics around the turn of the
nineteenth century. Section 2.3 looks at Franklin D. Roosevelt’s fight for banking reform, and
the regulatory framework that was instilled as a consequence of the crash of 1929 and the
Great Depression. I will discuss the nature of the Wall Street-White House alliance during
President’s Roosevelt first term and how it differed from previous alliances. I will also review
20

the process of securing the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, a legislation that rearranged the
banking industry in the U.S.
It should be noted that due to limitations on both the length and scope of this thesis, it
is not possible to cover the history of U.S. economic policy and the banking system from
1796 to 1999 in its entirety– nor do I dare attempt to. What I have attempted to do is discuss
what I consider to be the most crucial junctures in economic policy up until WWII in terms of
the financial sector’s role in the national economy:


The dichotomy between the Jeffersonian and Hamiltonian visions on powerful
banking institutions, and the First and Second Bank of the United States.



The period between 1836 and 1913 when the U.S. lacked a central bank and severe
cycles of boom and bust followed. In this period, the “lender of last resort” for the
U.S. Treasury in sharp economic downturns became powerful private banking
institutions.



The creation of the Federal Reserve system through the Federal Reserve Act of 1913



Depression-era banking reform and the regulatory framework that was set in place,
with special attention given to the legislative cornerstone: the Glass-Steagall Act of
1933.

2.2 From Bank Wars to a Federal Reserve System
The Jeffersonian vision versus the Hamiltonian vision
The relationship between the government in Washington D.C and powerful banking
institutions has often been complicated in the U.S., even outright hostile at times. Although
mistrust of the financial sector rose to soaring heights in the twenty-first century in the wake
of the sub-prime mortgage crisis, there is nothing necessarily modern about U.S. suspicion of
banks. One of the most well-known and extensively discussed disagreements on economic
policy in U.S. history took place in in the 1780s between Thomas Jefferson, Secretary of State
under President George Washington, and Alexander Hamilton, Washington’s Secretary of the
Treasury. Jefferson was openly and staunchly suspicious of banks and often criticized them in
harsh terms.62 “I sincerely believe, with you,” he once wrote in a letter, “that banking
institutions are more dangerous than standing armies,” referring to the potential of their
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power.63 Hamilton, on the other hand, favored a strong federal government that took an active
role in supporting and enabling economic development.64 One of the key ways of enabling
economic growth was to ensure that enough credit was available to fund development, and
Hamilton thus advocated for a publicly chartered central bank modeled on the Bank of
England. Jefferson vehemently opposed the idea and lobbied President Washington, arguing
that there was no such power to charter a bank in the Constitution. In the end, Hamilton won
the argument by successfully convincing Washington that the ‘Necessary and Proper Clause’
applied to the matter. Washington signed the First Bank of the United States into action under
a twenty-year charter in 1791.65
Most scholars agree today that Hamilton’s economic agenda was correct in the sense
that it allowed for the creation and growth of a financial system that supported much-needed
economic development. This became even more important with the spread of the Industrial
Revolution in the early nineteenth century.66 Jefferson is conventionally believed not to have
been much of an economist himself, but one aspect of the arguments he made is valid
nonetheless.67 He did not grasp the role of capital and credit, but understood very well the
potential accumulation of political power by financial institutions. As early as the 1870s,
Jefferson was worried that the Bank of the United States would be able to have leveraging
power over the federal government and that it would be able to pick and choose who could
borrow credit, thus threatening principles of fairness in business.68 He feared a growing
importance of finance to society, and that the power of banks could be used to benefit bankers
themselves without much regard for the rest of society.69
When observing U.S. history as a whole, it is possible to argue that for the most part,
the Hamiltonian inclination in the American mind tends to win out when it comes to
economic policy-making; an inclination that favors efficiency, bigness, and chasing any path
that will lead to or support economic development. It has certainly served the U.S. very well
in broad terms, considering the nation’s phenomenal economic growth in the nineteenth
century and onwards.70 There is, however, a Jeffersonian inclination in attitudes that lives on
as well, based on suspicion of the power and practices of big banks and the leverage they
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might gain over the government.71 At times, these two inclinations coexist in the same public
space and keep each other in check. At other times, they collide and demand a choice to be
made in one direction or another.

Andrew Jackson and the Bank War
After Hamilton’s success in advocating for the First Bank of the United States, the next
junction occurred in the 1830s under President Andrew Jackson. His economic policy agenda
was in many ways an expression of the Jeffersonian tradition. President Jackson, like
Jefferson, longed for an agrarian republic and was staunchly distrustful of big-city bankers.
One of the reasons for his distrust was his belief in strong presidential power, which he
believed the Bank of the Unites States threatened.72
The charter of the First Bank of the Unites States had expired in 1811. A renewal
failed in Congress, and the issue was postponed following the chaos and urgency of the War
of 1812. In the last year of James Madison’s presidency, 1816, a bill to charter a Second Bank
of the United States was introduced in Congress, and this time it narrowly passed and was
given a twenty-year charter.73 The role of the Second Bank of the Unites States was to
regulate the money supply, issue bank notes, provide credit for both public and private sector,
and handle the day-to-day financial operations of the U.S. government.74 In 1828, Jackson
won the presidential election and was inaugurated in March of the following year. He
vehemently opposed the Second Bank. Jackson believed the Second Bank’s monopoly over
government finances gave its manager Nicholas Biddle and his friends power that Jackson felt
belonged to the executive branch.75 Jackson, like Jefferson, favored the ideal of an agrarian
republic and possessed a deep distrust of big-city bankers. He perceived a major national bank
as a threat to presidential power, and was unwilling to let it exist without a fight.76
In 1832, an attempt to secure an early renewal of the Second Bank was led by
Nicholas Biddle and his ally, and future president, Henry Clay. An early renewal of charter
was passed in Congress, but President Jackson vetoed.77 Thus, the so-called “Bank War”
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between Biddle and Jackson began.78 After securing the veto through his re-election win
against Clay in 1832, Jackson began transferring the federal government’s deposits out of the
Second Bank. This caused Biddle to contract the money supply by reducing its loans and
causing interest rates to double, ultimately proving Jackson’s point that such a major bank had
the power to disrupt the economy for its own purposes.79
President Jackson had been gravely concerned about the corrupting influence the
Second Bank might possess and the threat it posed to a democratic society.80 The behavior of
the Second Bank during the Bank War, along with Biddle’s ability to pressure Congressmen
through bribery and cajoling, demonstrated that there was in fact a political danger in having
such a powerful private bank.81 Therefore, Jackson preferred to go with the option of having
no central banking system at all, and possibly err on the side of fragmentation as opposed to
centralization.82 As a result, the United States was left without any version of a central bank
that had the ability to stabilize the financial system, and there were severe cycles of booms
and panics throughout the rest of the nineteenth century.

Monetary Policy without a Central Bank
The period between the expiration of the Second Bank’s charter in 1836 and the Federal
Reserve Act in 1913 was a unique breech in the monetary history of the United States; an era
in which no version of a central bank existed. The federal government did not have any role in
supervision of the banking system during this time.83 The states predominantly used a “free
banking” system with free, or very low, barriers to entry. Each individual bank issued
banknotes, and they were guaranteed by purchase of an equivalent amount of state bonds.84
The Civil War disrupted this system, however, as the need for liquidity grew dire, and
Congress enacted the National Banking System through legislation in 1863, 1864, and 1865.85
There was still no central bank and no federal supervision of banks, but new and stronger
national banks were created, backed by U.S. government bonds.86
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Initially, a large number of state banks joined the National Banking System, and
national banks outnumbered state banks almost five to one by 1870.87 However, many state
banks refused to join the National Banking System because national banks were regulated by
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), created in 1864.88 The OCC ruled in
1866 that branching of banks was forbidden. The states then revised their banking codes and
set regulations that were considerably lower than the ones the OCC used to regulate national
banks. This led to a reemergence of state-chartered banks and an increase in the number of
small, single-office state banks.89 State banks outnumbered national banks by the end of the
1890s and the numbers continued to grow exponentially in the early twentieth century.90
The National Banking System had some inherent weaknesses. One was that the many
small banks were relatively undiversified, leaving them vulnerable to shocks and the potential
of failure.91 Moreover, high federal and state reserve regulations permitted the banks to hold
large part of their reserves in accounts at major city banks where they could earn interest.92
These pools of liquidity were primarily concentrated in New York and invested in loans to the
stock market.93 This fragmented version of a financial system was therefore fragile. Should
panicked depositors in small banks withdraw large amounts of funds, it could be taken from
money centers in big city banks and thereby stressing the stock market.94
Despite the weaknesses of the National Banking System, the U.S. economy was
growing. Although more vulnerable to macroeconomic shocks, the financial system was
ultimately able to continue providing capital needed generate a growing business sector after
the end of the Civil War.95 The business of private banking grew powerful, and it created an
elite of bankers who gradually replaced railroad and steel industry leaders as the kings of
American society.96 The power of this elite was so great that in a now-infamous turn of
events, the country’s top financier of the late nineteenth century, J. Pierpont Morgan, was able
to effectively act as the United States central bank and save the economy from collapse.
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The Reverse Bailout of 1895
In May 1893, America entered a severe economic crisis; the worst the nation had experienced
up to this point. As with most financial crises, there were many causes of the Panic of 1893.
Instability in commodity prices, slowdown in railroad investment, monetary instability in
Europe, and the Sherman Silver Purchase Act of 1890 all contributed in some way to the
stock market plunge in the spring in 1893.97 Over the next couple of years, the U.S. economy
was hemorrhaging, and the Department of the Treasury crept closer and closer to the verge of
collapse. By 1895, the national gold reserves were almost depleted and the national economy
was facing default.98
The world economy at the time was tethered to a gold standard, which meant that the
value of any currency was tied to the price of gold. Everyone knew exactly what a dollar or a
pound was worth in the weight of gold, and the quantity of gold in the national treasury
determined money supply. In the gold standard system, mining of gold and the flow of gold
from other countries expanded and contracted the supply of money.99 In the U.S, there was no
income tax and the government had no power to issue money, which meant that the only way
for the Treasury Department to maintain its reserves was to buy or borrow gold.100 Without
gold reserves, the government had no way of increasing money supply when needed.
President Cleveland attempted to convince Congress to issue new gold bonds in order to
stimulate the economy, but he was unsuccessful, partly due to the gold standard being hugely
unpopular in the South and the West.101
Financier J. Pierpont Morgan paid close attention to the situation. He had a stake in the
Treasury’s troubles because of the danger of a collapse in financial markets should the
government default on its national debt.102 Negotiations began between Washington and New
York in January of 1895, but were cancelled by Treasury Secretary Carlisle the next month.103
Morgan and his associates hopped on a train to Washington, and President Grover Cleveland
agreed to meet with Morgan and his team.104 Cleveland had been hesitant to accept help or
advice from Morgan because while he was America’s most powerful banker, he was also the
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most despised by the public.105 Unfortunately, without a central bank, the President had little
choice but to turn to Morgan as the lender of last resort.
Morgan presented a deal to Cleveland. He would create a syndicate with the
Rothschild house of London to acquire 3.5 million ounces of gold, most of it from Europe,
and the U.S. government would be able to buy it for around $65 million worth of gold
bonds.106 Congress had not been willing to issue bonds to buy gold with, but the Morgan
house came up with a loophole that they were able to dust off. The loophole in question was
an 1862 statute that granted the Lincoln administration emergency powers to buy gold during
the Civil War in the name of public interest.107 It effectively allowed President Cleveland to
circumvent Congress on their reluctance to issue bonds. Morgan also promised, per
Cleveland’s request, that the gold obtained would not simply flow out of the country again as
it had in the early 1890s.108 The deal was signed. Twelve days later, the bond issue was
offered on the stock market and it sold out in twenty-two minutes in New York and two hours
in London.109 Morgan upheld his promise that the gold would not immediately be shipped
abroad. In an astonishing proof of his standing among European financial peers and his
capacity of securing deals, Morgan effectively rigged the international market for gold to the
U.S. government’s advantage for the duration of the contract of around six months.110
The story illustrates how important the private banking industry had become in the
U.S. by the late nineteenth century. The fiscally turbulent 1890s revealed to the public as well
the government how vulnerable the U.S. economy was in the absence of a central bank. As
long as there were only primitive monetary methods available to the government, they would
be forced to rely on private bankers in the event of a financial panic.111

The Last Straw in 1907
The reverse bailout in 1895, however, would not be the last time the banking institutions of
Wall Street became instrumental in salvaging the U.S. economy before the Federal Reserve
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a worldwide credit shortage that negatively affected the rapidly expanding American
economy that required large amount of capital.112 Once again, the United States was faced
with the consequence of having no central bank to adjust supply to demand. By October of
1907, a stock market crash was imminent.113
J. Pierpont Morgan assembled a group of six, the most powerful and well-connected
men on Wall Street at the time, for a series of closed-door meetings.114 Together they came to
agreement on which trust companies should be left to fail through default, and which they
would resurrect by finding ways to add liquidity.115 Ultimately, Morgan managed to get the
presidents of the trust banks to pledge money on the promise that if they did, Morgan and his
syndicate of financiers would help.116 The panic did not end yet, as it spread to the New York
Stock Exchange a few days later. Morgan made another round of calls and held another round
of meetings, and the Big Six bankers finally pledged over $30 million of liquidity they could
lend to the Exchange to stop it from shutting down.117 This process of Morgan rounding up
pledges for liquidity from the powerful bankers on Wall Street went on and on for a few
weeks until the crisis appeared to be over, and the New York Times dubbed Morgan the
“world’s central bank.”118
As in 1895, Morgan did not act out of altruism, but rather a concern for his interests
should the U.S. economy collapse. Nevertheless, people all over the nation would suffer
under a prolonged economic contraction, and in the absence of a central bank, using Morgan
was once again the last option available to the government. Some hailed Morgan as a national
hero after saving the economy for a second time, while others believed he and the other titans
of Wall Street were directly to blame for the panic through their speculative practices.119
Either way, it seemed clear that the banking system left in place by Andrew Jackson’s
rejection of the Second Bank was antiquated. The resounding public sentiment was that this
would be the last time that Morgan, or any one man on Wall Street, would be able to wield
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such power. The call for banking reform, a direct consequence of the Panic of 1907, was
heard loud and clear across the nation, and Congress began the task of forming a response.

The Federal Reserve System
While the need for a national institution as lender of last resort was rather uncontroversial in
the U.S. at this point, there were still battles ahead in determining the balance of power
between the government and the private banking industry. In another example of the
dichotomy between the Hamiltonian and Jeffersonian visions in America, a conflict
developed between the progressives and agrarian populists, who sought to limit the power of
private financial centers in the Northeast, and the conservatives, who favored efficiency and
laissez-faire economics and were less distrustful of Wall Street and the sphere of private
banking.
The idea of instilling a centralized monetary authority was of course not new. The
Bank of England was founded as early as 1694 and, by the mid-nineteenth century, had
adopted the practice of expanding money supply at times of crisis.120 In the U.S., the process
of creating a central banking system began with the Aldrich-Vreeland Act in 1908. It was a
temporary measure to make the money supply more elastic while the work on creating and
passing a financial reform began.121 Heading the newly formed National Monetary
Commission was Rhode Island Senator Nelson Aldrich, arguably the most powerful
individual in the Senate. Aldrich was a part of the northeastern establishment and a prominent
conservative. He was a staunch critic of the populists, who generally represented small-town,
rural America and were in favor of regulating and limiting the power of private banking.122
While mostly everyone agreed that the banking system needed reform at this point, the
progressives wanted this reform to be aimed at making the private banking system less
powerful. The conservatives, on the other hand, focused more on the need for efficiency and
favored a continuation of laissez-faire.123
The National Monetary Commission was tasked with studying the nation’s financial
needs, and it undertook a broad study over the next three years.124 The commission presented
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a plan in January 1911, called the Aldrich Plan. The proposal emerged in part from a secret
meeting at Jekyll Island, GA between Aldrich and a group of private bankers – at a resort
owned by John D. Rockefeller and J. Pierpont Morgan.125 The Aldrich Plan was heavily
criticized by the progressives due to the fact that it was clearly influenced by the large
banks.126 At the head of the opposition was Senator William Jennings Bryan, a Nebraska
populist. Though the Aldrich plan was strongly opposed by the public and thus in need of
revision, it included a key element that would stay on through the next phases: the creation of
an institution called the National Reserve Association, with branches all over the country and
controlled by a board of directors. In the Aldrich Plan, this board consisted of private
bankers.127
In the fall of 1912, progressive Democratic candidate Woodrow Wilson was elected
President. He pledged to ensure financial reform and immediately got to work on a plan.128
He would have to work together with Bryan who had a strong following in rural America and
was a leading figure for the anti-Wall Street progressive Democrats.129 President Wilson
appointed him Secretary of State. In need of expert advice on the currency issue, Wilson
drafted Representative Carter Glass of Virginia and economist H. Parker Willis to be his
advisors.130 Glass and Willis had worked on a proposal of a bill for most of 1912, and they
completed it just a few days before President Wilson’s election victory.131
The Glass-Willis proposal was presented to President Wilson in December of 1912.
The proposal purposely lacked a board of directors run by bankers, as in the Aldrich plan, but
otherwise mirrored the idea of having a certain number of regional reserve banks. President
Wilson liked most of the proposal, but he wanted some sort of a central board that could
coordinate and oversee the regional reserve banks.132 The key difference from the Aldrich
plan was that Wilson’s board of directors would function as a public agency, unlike the
banker-dominated board Aldrich proposed. The Glass-Willis proposal, with Wilson’s
modifications, was the basis of the Federal Reserve Act that was signed into law the next
year, in December 1913.133
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The proposal was not uncontroversial, and Wilson soon discovered he could not
please both sides of the debate. The proposal was attacked by bankers and conservatives on
the basis of there being too much government influence in financial structures. It was also
unpopular in some circles in the South and the West on account of there being too little
government authority over banking; an opposition view led by Bryan.134 In the beginning of
June 1913, Wilson presented his program for reform in Congress, but the banking community
would not accept it. The proposed bill was thus modified and re-introduced in Congress, but
opposition from populist Congressmen of rural areas in the South and West nearly killed the
modified bill.135 They argued that there was no provision for agricultural credit, leaving
farmers with little hope of eliminating the debt they were still crippled by following the Civil
War.136 This time, however, Bryan had been convinced by Wilson of the need to secure the
bill and he advocated on the Administration’s behalf. The formal approval of the House
Democratic caucus in August severely weakened the agrarian opposition, but the banking
community’s opposition remained.137
In late August 1913, presidents of 47 state banking associations and 191 clearinghouse
associations convened in Chicago to share their objections to the Administration’s proposed
banking reform. They made it clear that they supported the Aldrich plan with one central bank
controlled by bankers and largely free of government regulation.138 The Chicago conference
made it clear to Wilson that a compromise was not going to be made seeing as the difference
in the banking community’s views and the Wilson administration’s views on banking reform
was too great. From that point on, the Wilson Administration viewed bankers’ opposition as
generally irreversible, and gave up on the idea of the support of the banking committee
through negotiations and modifications.139 After another few rounds in the two houses of
Congress, the Wilson plan was eventually accepted and the Federal Reserve Act was signed
into law on December 23, 1913.140
A new system of monetary management and policy was in place, one that was entirely
unique at the time: a central bank owned in part by the government, but with nationwide
branches. Similar to the creation of many other state-building institutions in America, ideas
were borrowed from the Old World in Europe but took shape in innovative ways.
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As for the titan of finance and lender of last resort for the U.S. government in the
panics of 1895 and 1907, J. Pierpont Morgan passed away in late March 1913. On April 1, the
New York Times wrote: “We may look upon Mr. Morgan’s like again – there were great men
before and after Agamemnon, but we shall not look upon another career like his.”141 The time
for one-man leadership was over, the editorialist asserted. “...Mr. Morgan will have no
successor; there will be no one man to whom all will look for direction.”142

2.3 Banks and Regulation
After a struggle lasting over century, the United States now had a permanent central banking
system in place and a national lender of last resort. The Federal Reserve System, commonly
known as the Fed, performs five general functions: 1) conducting the nation’s monetary
policy; 2) helping maintain the stability of the financial system; 3) supervising and regulating
financial institutions; 4) fostering payment and settlement system safety and efficiency; and 5)
promoting consumer protection and community development.143 In its formative years,
however, the Fed struggled with the effective supervision and regulation of financial
institutions due to struggle with the OCC for control.144 Amidst this interagency conflict, the
Fed faced the devastation caused by the collapse of financial markets in 1929 and the ensuing
Depression, which would ultimately lead to sweeping banking reform in the 1930s.

The Crash of 1929
In the 1920s, the U.S. economy experienced a boom of rapid growth, creating a bubble in the
stock market. Postwar optimism swept the nation, and wealth and excess ballooned. As long
as consumerism was high and people kept investing in stocks and bonds, investors kept
engaging in riskier speculation and brokers were eager to provide loans and credits. The mass
production industries boomed, but wages did not keep up with increases in productivity. At
the same time that speculation in economic growth was continuing, growth in the real
economy has already come to an end. As the decade rolled on, overproduction in agriculture
compared to world demand eventually caused food prices to go down, and the economic
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uncertainty and foreclosure of farms led to a ripple effect of financial worry. The stock price
bubble created in the 1920s was big enough that a decline in public confidence was all it took
for the stock exchange to crumble.145
There appeared to be no acknowledgement on Wall Street that the soaring stock prices
of the Roaring Twenties were in any way hazardous or likely to implode. In his influential
article ‘From Normalcy to New Deal’ (1984), Thomas Ferguson pointed out how prominent
economists had declared the stock prices to have reached “a permanently high plateau” just
weeks prior to the crash, and J.P Morgan partner Thomas W. Lamont had assured President
Hoover that nothing in the economic situation suggested any need for worry practically on the
day of the crash.146 Unfortunately, no amount of assurance from economists and bankers
could ultimately stabilize the stock exchange in the fall of 1929.
As the stock market began to plummet on Thursday October 24, memories of the great
J. P. Morgan “saving” the markets in 1895 and 1907 loomed in the media’s mind and
expectations were running high as the top financiers on Wall Street held closed meetings.147
They came to an agreement that much like in 1907, money had to be poured into the market,
which they did by using customer deposit money.148 It was not enough to solve the problem
this time, however, as Black Tuesday hit a few days later and the country slipped into a state
of permanent economic crisis.
The Federal Reserve was still in its adolescence and growing into its role when
confronted with its biggest test: the crash of 1929 and the Great Depression in the 1930s. The
Fed tightened credit and lifted interest rates in 1928, 1929 and 1931 in what retrospectively
seemed to be misguided attempts to curtail speculation.149 The deeper problem as it pertained
to the Fed, many scholars have argued, was the deflation of the economy.150 The crash and the
depression led to an abrupt drop in confidence in financial institutions. Moreover, the failure
of monetary policy to fix the Great Depression led to a lack of faith in the capability of the
Federal Reserve. The Fed consequently adopted a slightly passive role up until the 1970s,
leaving the Treasury Department to create and execute larger monetary policy measures.151
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FDR’s New Deal and Banking Reform
Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR) won the presidential election in 1932 and was set to take
the reins from President Hoover just as the magnitude of the Great Depression was becoming
apparent. The administration’s first order of business was set to be an overhaul of the banking
system. Prior to FDR winning the election, Republicans in Congress had initiated a
congressional investigation on banking practices surrounding the crash in 1929.152 Although
hearings began in April of 1932, the investigation did not truly get going until FDR was
sworn in due to lack of cooperation from bankers as well as lack of interest and help from
President Hoover and the Democrats in Congress. In early 1933, new hearings began, this
time lead by former New York deputy district attorney Ferdinand Pecora.153 As a result of the
Pecora hearings, the unethical and fraudulent activities of the big banks were publically
exposed. While not directly causing the crash, these activities fueled public anger and distrust
of the financial sector and Wall Street.
The Pecora hearings gave FDR the political capital to call for large-scale banking
reform by providing solid reasoning for legislation that would act as firewalls for this kind of
activity.154 When FDR was sworn in on March 4, 1933, he publically declared regulation of
the banking industry to be at the forefront of this economic agenda.155 He promised in his
inaugural speech that he would install “strict supervision of all banking and credits and
investments,” attempting to end speculation with the savings of ordinary Americans.156

Securing Glass-Steagall
Though President Roosevelt would later be known for his championship of banking
regulation, he was not immune to having personal relationship with the powerful bankers of
New York. FDR was brought up in the northeastern elite social circuit, and shared a similar
background to most of the financial elite.157 He socialized with the big bankers in New York
and had their respect, for the most part.158 FDR’s personal relationship and alliances with
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Wall Street fat cats would turn out to be instrumental in his successful campaign for securing
the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933; the cornerstone of the banking system created in the 1930s.
A couple of days after his inauguration, Roosevelt invited National City Bank
Chairman James Perkins to an unofficial meeting at the White House.159 FDR wanted to
harness the public’s anger at bankers in order to push his politically progressive agenda, and
he believed the public would support any bill that looked like banking regulation.160 The two
men agreed on the essential principle of separating the banks into two entities; one part
focusing on deposit-taking and lending (commercial banks), and the other part focusing on
speculation and trade (investment banks). This would serve to safeguard the savings of
ordinary American who had no interest in participating in the investment and speculation of
big banks in metropolitan areas, in some ways reflecting the division between the
Hamiltonian and Jeffersonian visions. In practical terms, this principle would benefit Perkins
since the strongest arm of his bank was the deposit-based, and it struggled to compete with
banks that had strong commercial branches as well as strong investment branches. The next
day the National City Bank board passed a resolution to split the business.161
Another key banker for FDR would turn out to be his friend and fellow Harvard alum
Winthrop Aldrich.162 Winthrop Aldrich was a powerful financier who had taken position as
president and chairman of the board at Chase National Bank in 1930, and he was the son of
Nelson Aldrich who had drafted the banker-friendly Aldrich proposal for central banking
reform years earlier.163 Roosevelt’s relationship with Aldrich affected the rest of the banking
industry and political relationships at the time because up until then, it had always been the
partners of the Morgan Bank who had had the closest ties to the President and the White
House.164 Now, it was clear that new alliances were forming between the president and the
bankers on Wall Street, revealing new opportunities for influence, proximity to power, and
competitive advantage.
Perhaps the most important reason why many big banks lined up behind FDR in
support of a banking bill was that it offered opportunities to rise above the powerful House of
Morgan, both in terms of finance and in terms of politically beneficial relationships.165 As
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Ferguson described in ‘From Normalcy to New Deal,’ “virtually all non-Morgan investment
banks in America lined up behind Roosevelt,” and the rivalry between groups in the financial
industry came to define the national political agenda.166 In this unique context, the
opportunity to bust the monopoly of the House of Morgan through separating two spheres of
banking was the most profitable and beneficial scenario for the rest of the financial
community.
Aldrich and Perkins, essentially FDR’s footmen in the banking world, joined forces to
support the proposed Glass-Steagall bill. Both of them saw it as a way of potentially
diminishing the strength of the Morgan Bank by forcing them to decide on which arm of the
business to keep – deposits and lending, or securities and trading.167 Aldrich vehemently
advocated for the Glass-Steagall Act in The New York Times just days after the secret PerkinsFDR meeting. The banking community quickly chose sides. It was either the Aldrich camp or
the Morgan camp, and for most banks it was most beneficial for their business to support
Aldrich and the Glass-Steagall bill.168
There are a few things to note concerning this process of gaining support of the
proposed Glass-Steagall Act in 1933, which had been battled around Congress for more than
a year up to this point.169 For one thing, it illustrates how FDR cleverly used his personal
relationship with significant bankers in order to promote and achieve his regulatory agenda.
The Wall Street-White House alliance is clearly visible in this narrative. It also demonstrates
that while the Pecora hearings and investigations certainly shed light on poor banking
practices and thus the need for banking reform, it was not enough in itself to get any banking
bill passed in Congress. For that, FDR knew, he needed big bankers to support him and lobby
for him. The solution was to split the banking interest into factions. By using the competition
between the House of Morgan and other investment banks, FDR was able to get the needed
support from a number of important Wall Street banking institutions.
On June 16, 1933, FDR signed into action the Glass-Steagall Act, sometimes called
the Banking Act of 1933.170 By doing so, FDR restored the nation’s confidence in banking,
and he left an important legacy in U.S. economic politics by invoking presidential power to
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take control of the economy when the stability of the economic system required it.171 While
FDR had not eliminated capitalism or the existing banking system, he had certainly
rearranged it - and in doing so had strengthened the power of the federal government.172

Make it to the golf course
The glitz and the glamour, the obscene bonus culture, and the relentless quest for profitable
schemes that many associate Wall Street with today was practically nonexistent following the
Glass-Steagall Act of 1933. The reason banking was a much more stable (and frankly, boring)
industry up until the 1970s was the regulations set in place by the banking reform of the New
Deal. One of the most central components of the 1930s banking system was the regulation of
competition between banks.
As a required part of the Glass-Steagall Act, the Federal Reserve enacted Regulation
Q. It was a linchpin in the government’s effort to ensure a stable financial sector, and though
it was continually weakened and dismantled by deregulation efforts beginning in the 1980s,
the basis of the regulation lasted up until 2011. Regulation Q allowed the Federal Reserve to
set ceilings on saving account interest rates, and the effect was that there was no competition
on deposits through offering artificially high interest rates. The banks made their money from
the spread between the federally established interest rate they offered depositors, and the
higher interest rate they charged their borrowers.173
This contributed to securing the safest banking system the United States had ever seen,
encapsulated in the so-called ‘3-6-3 rule’ of banking: you paid 3 percent interest rate, you lent
at 6 per cent, and you made it to the golf course by 3 PM.174 Thanks to the Glass-Steagall Act
and the regulations it entailed, banking was seen as a rather dull profession in the United
States for a long time after. Compared to the long and tumultuous economic era between the
Gilded Age and the New Deal, the forty years following Glass-Steagall was a time of stable
and steady economic growth.
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2.4 Conclusion
The half-century following the banking reform in 1933 was the longest continuous time-span
of economic stability in U.S. history.175 Wages and economic output were stable in the 1950s
and 1960s, a mid-century period that Claudia and Margo at the National Bureau of Economic
Research have called the Great Compression.176 Income inequality – meaning, in essence, the
disparity between top wages and bottom wages – declined sharply during the 1940s and
remained low in the following two decades. As economists Thomas Piketty and Emmanuel
Saez demonstrated in an extensive empirical study, income inequality stayed stable and low in
the 1950s and 1960s, until it started in rising in the 1970s and has continued to do so since.177
With tight 1930s-era regulations in place to curtail speculation, risky investments with
savings, and competitive interest rates on loans, the financial world was no longer what it
used to be. It was in many ways an era of “boring banking.”178
After enjoying such a long period of stability and growth, a central question is what
changed to make legislators and industry insiders alike want to reform the system and break
down these stabilizing regulations beginning in the 1970s. How did we go from the 3-6-3 rule
to Gordon Gekko’s iconic “greed is good” dogma in the yuppie era of the 1980s? How did we
go even further to allowing mega-banks and conglomerates to once again be “too big to fail”
at the dawn of the twenty-first century, following the repeal of Glass-Steagall? To help
answer this question, I will in the next chapter outline some of the main events and changes
that occurred in the 1970s that gradually altered the way the financial sector operated in the
national economy.
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3 From Bretton Woods to the Great
Inflation
3.1 Introduction to chapter
After almost four decades of economic stability, the tumultuous 1970s presented a challenge
for macroeconomic and monetary policy in the U.S. At the same time, the financial sector
underwent a transformation. This was spearheaded by the invention of new financial
instruments, which revolutionized the business of banking and finance, as well as the
increased immersion of international financial markets. The innovations in financial
instruments and in avenues for accumulation of capital in intangible assets would propel a
shift in the U.S. economy – from an economy built on production and manufacturing to an
economy built to a large extent on financial assets.
In this chapter, I will review the role of the U.S. in the world economy after Word War
II; specifically, how international markets and the post-1945 global economic regime affected
the U.S. Next, I will address some of the key changes that happened in the 1970s that led to
deregulation of the financial sector, as well as the new ways Wall Street was able to turn
profits and expand their markets – by extension, strengthening their position in the national
economy. The changes include the U.S. entering global trade with full force and surpassing
the United Kingdom as the world’s leading economy after 1945; the Bretton Woods system
and the resulting pressures on U.S. monetary policy from the late 1960s, leading to the Nixon
Shock, and the Great Inflation and the dismantling of the preexisting macroeconomic and
monetary model. Moreover, a scholarly movement of academic finance emerged which
helped propel an era of financial innovation. Wall Street thus transformed from an industry of
“boring banking” to a cutting-edge industry with new financial instruments that became the
moneymaking machines of the twenty-first century.

3.2 The U.S. in the World Economy
One of the key differences in the U.S. economy when comparing the 1930s and the 1970s is
the role the United States played in international economy. Up until the 1960s, the U.S. had
been largely self-sufficient; most goods were both produced and consumed domestically.179
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After World War II, the U.S. entered the global economy with full force, and international
import and export started to become a significant part of the national gross domestic product
(GDP) for the first time.180 The United States replaced the U.K. as the world’s leading
economic power after 1945, and with a larger role and increased responsibility in the global
economy also came increased vulnerability. As the world’s strongest currency, pressure on
the U.S. dollar became too much to bear for the U.S. economy by the early 1970s, and
President Nixon made a historic decision to end the convertibility of U.S. dollars into gold.
This decision marked the beginning of a new economic period in the global economy; one in
which economies are tied together by financial markets and trade rather than by any form of a
gold standard. In order to understand this change in the international economy, here follows a
few remarks on global banking and how the world’s economies were linked together in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The twentieth century was a time of continuously increasing globalization in the
economic sphere. Global cross-border flows of money had increased dramatically in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century.181 The flow of money and trade was facilitated by the
fact that an international monetary regime had emerged over the course of the nineteenth
century, one in which the currencies of most independent countries (as well as colonized
regions) were linked to the same gold standard.
The United States had begun with a bimetallic standard in which both gold and silver
was used to define a monetary unit, operating within the context of a world market for
metal.182 Paper money was used, and its value was tied to the weight of silver and gold. Silver
was the cheapest currency and became most used domestically, while gold was used mostly
for purchases abroad.183 This lasted up until 1834 when Congress changed the value ratio
between silver and gold to make gold cheaper relative to international market price and thus
more used domestically.184 The Civil War disrupted the gold standard system in the U.S.
temporarily, but Congress reestablished gold convertibility and returned to a gold standard
from 1879-1933.185
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The United States operated within an international market for gold and silver, and
most independent countries adopted some version of a gold standard throughout the
nineteenth century. By 1914, there was a fixed exchange regime in place in the world
economy. When World War I broke out, the system started disintegrating and many countries
abandoned the gold standard, allowing their currencies to fluctuate freely.186 After WWI
ended, there were efforts led by the U.S. to restore the order. This was ultimately unsuccessful
and an international financial crisis emerged in the 1930s that stalled any remaining efforts.
Around the same time, the U.S replaced the United Kingdom as the lead creditor to the world
economy, and the U.S. dollar became the world’s strongest currency.187

3.3 Bretton Woods and the Nixon Shock
Towards the end of World War II, it was clear that the United States would emerge from the
war as the dominant economic power. Sensing that the end of the war was near, the U.S. (as
well as other countries) saw a need for creating an updated international system of economic
stability.188 Delegations from forty-four nations met in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire in the
summer of 1944 and agreed to a system that reorganized the global economy for decades to
come. The countries that signed the Bretton Woods agreements committed to pegging their
currencies to U.S. dollar, which was backed in gold. This resulted in a new and updated
version of the pre-WWI gold standard; more aptly called a gold exchange standard.189
Up until the end of World War II, the U.S. had had a distinguished tradition of
protectionism of its economy.190 The decision to internationalize the U.S. economy and
commit to multilateralism marked an end to this tradition, and the old divisions between the
Jeffersonian and Hamiltonian visions of the future for the domestic American economy were
undone. From now on, the U.S. initiated and participated in a new global economic order, and
fostering international capitalism became an important part of U.S. economic policy goals.
There were several other important elements to the Bretton Woods agreement, such as
the creation of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Developments (known as the World Bank). The most important element,
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however, for understanding the changes in financial markets in the 1970s was the adjustable
peg system; a system in which the currencies of the signatory nations were pegged to the
value of the U.S. dollar.191 The U.S. had abandoned the traditional gold standard in 1933 as
part of the New Deal.192 Under the Gold Standard Act of 1934, however, the U.S. continued
to define the dollar’s value in terms of gold.193 The gold exchange standard that was created
by the Bretton Woods agreement thus meant that foreign central banks linked their currencies
to the dollar, the worth of which was determined by the amount of gold reserves in the U.S.
The system was imperfect and ran into obstacles almost from the beginning, as the growing
demand for the dollar and the increasing prosperity of the U.S. caused there to be too many
dollars issued to keep prices stable or to keep the price of gold at the official level.194 The
IMF, the World Bank, and the gold exchange standard did not fully step into action until some
years after 1944. While a few of the features were installed immediately, the heyday of the
Bretton Woods system is generally thought to be from the late 1950s to 1971 when it came to
an abrupt end.195
On August 15, 1971, President Richard Nixon declared in a televised statement that he
was suspending the convertibility of the U.S. dollar into gold. “I am determined,” he stated,
“that the American dollar must never again be a hostage in the hands of international
speculators.”196 The event has since been known as the Nixon Shock and it marked the end of
the gold exchange standard of the Bretton Woods system since other currencies had only been
tied to gold via the U.S. dollar.197
The main reason why Nixon decided to suspend the gold exchange standard was the
large amount of pressure it had put on U.S. monetary policy. The demand for U.S. currency
abroad grew larger than what the U.S. government was able to back up in gold by the late
1960s, making the U.S. vulnerable in the event of a crisis in confidence.198 The collapse of the
gold exchange standard had been predicted by Robert Triffin in 1960. In what is now known
as the Triffin Dilemma, he argued that the only way to expand international liquidity was if
the U.S. provided the global markets with more dollars by running larger deficits. The
191
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deficits, in turn, would risk undermining confidence in the dollar’s convertibility into gold.199
By the late 1960s, there was no way the U.S. government would have been able to convert
dollars into gold should the holders of dollars abroad decide to demand so. Speculative
pressures began to feel threatening to the U.S. in 1971 when certain countries who were
critical of U.S. foreign policy at the time (France, in particular) refused to agree to not
demanding conversion of dollar reserves into gold.200 The U.S. then decided to simply stop
the gold exchange standard in August of 1971 in order to escape the constraints.

3.4 The Great Inflation
The Nixon Shock marked the beginning of a tumultuous decade for the U.S. economy. The
economic period between roughly 1965 and 1982 in the U.S. is known as the Great Inflation.
The inflation in the 1970s was the highest the U.S. had ever experienced in peacetime, and
inflation was an important factor in nearly all business decisions due to speculation
surrounding it.201 In 1971, the US ran a trade deficit for the first time in the twentieth century,
and following the abandonment of the gold exchange standard, the U.S. dollar was left to float
and find its market value.
While there were many factors involved in the perpetuating inflation, the most
important factor was arguably monetary policy. At the time, there was a certain level of overoptimism of leading economists about what were sustainable rates of unemployment and
inflation.202 An influential 1958 article had introduced an economic model that led to the false
(in hindsight) assumption that there existed a stable inverse relationship between
unemployment and inflation. The model, called Phillips’ Curve, led to a belief in the 1960s
that you could “buy” – or secure – low unemployment with higher rates of inflation.203 The
U.S government attempted to use this principle to find what the magic unemployment rate
was to keep inflation from rising too high. By the end of the 1960s, the United States had in
some ways engaged in an experiment to see if it was possible to have unemployment rates at
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4 percent or below without accelerating inflation.204 The answer, they discovered, was no;
inflation continued to rise uncontrollably.
Another key reason for the prolonged period of inflation was that no one had the
political will or mandate to actively control it. President Nixon attempted to control inflation
by introducing price controls in stages between 1971 and 1974, but it did not curtail the
problem.205 Unlike today, the Federal Reserve did not have the freedom of action that was
necessary to push inflation rates below 4 percent. The Fed followed a so-called “even-keel”
principle at the time. This meant that they would not implement a change in policy when the
Treasury announced an issue and priced it according to current market interest rates. The Fed
should instead focus on supplying enough reserves to keep the interest rates from rising just
as the Treasury was selling the offering on the stock markets.206 Treasury issues had tended to
be infrequent, but they occurred more often in the late 1960s due to the increasing deficit. The
Federal Reserve thus had more debt issues to manage by supplying reserves and less time
available to them for adjusting interest rates. Unfortunately, the Fed’s adherence to the “evenkeel” principle ended up constraining monetary policy.207
Importantly, the Fed had a dual mandate of ensuring price stability as well as full
employment, which is an unemployment rate of no more than around 4.5 to 6 percent.208 Full
employment was considered first priority, by the government and by the public, and
addressing the problem with inflation would be costly for both employment and the
economy.209 It was not until Paul Volcker was appointed chairman of the Federal Reserve in
1979 that fighting inflation became top priority and the necessary measures were taken, even
if it meant temporarily disrupting economic activity and employment.210 In the end, it took the
decade of the 1970s to give the Federal Reserve the mandate and the vigor to do what is
necessary to control inflation.211
To make matters worse, fiscal imbalances due to the spending of the 1960s floated to
the surface in the 1970s. President Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society program had required an
enormous amount of government spending, as had the Vietnam War. Energy crises also had a
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large impact on the economy. The U.S. was severely hit by the Arab oil price crisis in 1973
when oil prices increased dramatically after the OPEC cartel declared an embargo following
the Yom Kippur War, and yet another energy crisis hit in 1979 following the Iranian
Revolution.212
As both unemployment and inflation rose to unprecedented peacetime levels, the U.S.
economy was struggling for air in the 1970s.213 For the first time since the Second World
War, the United States had reason to worry about competition from other emerging
economies as well as its status as the world’s leading economic power. The U.S. financial
sector, however, began taking dramatic strides in modernization and innovation in the 1970s,
and would end up revolutionizing the performance, culture, and profit-making abilities of the
industry. With the changes in the global economic regime and the economic conditions of the
1970s in mind, let us now turn to the new developments in the financial sector domestically in
the United States.

3.5 The Transformation of Finance
Testing the waters of deregulation
Up until the 1970s, Johnson and Kwak write in their book 13 Bankers (2014), “finance had
generally been what the authors of the Depression-era banking regulations intended it to be –
safe and boring.”214 Although there were periodic attempts at skirting regulation, the
government was able to keep up and actively worked on closing loopholes.215 The economic
conditions in the U.S. during the 1970s, however, would turn out to be beneficial for the
deregulation cause.
The inflation of the 1970s lead to higher interest rates, and this most affected the
savings and loans institutions (S&Ls). The S&Ls had a favorable public image and the United
States League of Savings institutions was a powerful political force. In order to alleviate their
troubles, Congress passed the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act
of 1980, attempting to gradually phase out Regulation Q – enabling banks to compete for
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deposits by paying higher interest rates.216 Additionally, the fixed commission for stock
trading (set in place by the New York Stock Exchange in 1972) fell as large investment
management firms wanted to be able to attract more clients by lowering prices for their
orders. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) obliged and ordered the NYSE to
end the fixed commissions in 1975.217 The abandonment of both Regulation Q and the fixed
commission for stock trading signaled that the old regulatory model was beginning to erode
by 1980. The government and the regulatory agencies were now becoming more generous
towards Wall Street in allowing competitiveness within the financial services industry.

Financial innovation
Even so, financial deregulation efforts in the 1970s were not yet of a substantial nature. What
really made a difference in the way the financial sector would be treated in years to come was
that the industry itself transformed, continuously leapfrogging away from the 3-6-3 era. The
transformation we witnessed was catapulted by the invention of new financial instruments in
order to raise capital.
This innovation in finance would probably not have taken form if it were not for an
academic movement that was sweeping the nation in the 1970s: academic finance.218 The
academic finance movement was pioneered by economics such as Paul Samuelson, Franco
Modigliani, Merton Miller, and Myron Scholes. It offered the financial industry new
mathematical models to calculate pricing, risks, and earnings, and they were specifically
developed for the benefit of the financial industry. The movement had a large impact on
business around the globe because it helped expand markets and helped bankers identify new
ways of making money. Perhaps more importantly, the movement offered the Efficient
Market Hypothesis, which in its strong form states that market prices are always right.219
While most scholars of economics and academic finance recognized that the strong form was
hardly correct or true due to a plethora of exceptions and variables, this strong form nurtured
free market ideology and gave Wall Street a form of intellectual justification for the
deregulation cause.220
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Largely thanks to the academic finance movement, the financial sector went through a
revolution beginning in the 1970s. New financial instruments were invented that would turn
into the money machines of modern finance, including junk bonds, private mortgage-backed
securities, and arbitrage trading.221 The most important innovation was arguable the modern
market of derivatives, which were developed in large part thanks to the Black-Scholes Model
of the academic finance discipline. Derivatives are a contract between two or more parties
based on (or, derived from) an underlying financial asset. This asset could be things like
bonds, stocks, commodities, mortgages, currencies, or interest rates.222 Derivatives are tools
of speculation; you are essentially betting on a changing price in the underlying asset in order
to make a profit from the deal.223 It is not a trade or sale of a tangible asset, but rather the sale
of a contract that derives from betting on price changes in some form of underlying financial
asset, tangible or otherwise.
Derivative markets existed on the outskirts of the regulatory framework in place
because it did not directly involve deposits or traditional securities. When Congress took up
the issue of regulating derivatives in the 1990s, an incident we will dive into in the next
chapter, Wall Street swarmed Congress with its lobbying efforts and received sympathy from
both the Federal Reserve and the White House.224 Ultimately, derivatives never made it under
the umbrella of federal regulation. Not everyone on Wall Street was excited about the
booming derivatives market, and a few were even openly concerned. In a 2002 letter to
Berkshire Hathaway shareholders, financier Warren Buffet famously called derivatives
“financial weapons of mass destruction.”225 Derivative instruments such as collateralized debt
obligations (CDOs) and credit default swaps (CDSs) played a substantial part in the 20072008 financial crisis, and have been widely criticized because of it.
Throughout the 1980s, financial markets were expanding in rapid speed, both
domestically and globally, and financial institutions grew bigger and bigger through
expanding their markets and the services they provided. A new wave of policymakers
championed the deregulation caused and opened up capital controls. The academic finance
movement enabled a boom of innovation in new financial instruments, and this in turn led to
increased demand for financial services institutions to help facilitate the expansion of the
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financial sector. Another way financial services companies grew was through buying up each
other, continuously blurring the lines between commercial banking and investment banking
through the multiple mergers. All of this combined created a New Wall Street that had not
been seen before. By the 1980s, Johnson and Kwak argue, “the main divide in the industry
was no longer between investment banks and commercial banks, but between the few
megabanks and the thousands of traditional banks.”226

3.6 Conclusion
As the U.S. entered the last decade of the twentieth century, the banking system set in place in
the 1930s was eroding. The financial sector had outgrown the regulatory framework that was
set in place under President Roosevelt. Financial innovation had managed to create new tools
for capital accumulation that existed outside of the regulatory landscape, and the turn to a free
market political ideology meant that policy-makers were not necessarily as eager as they had
been before to close loopholes and install new regulations for the new financial instruments.
Wall Street grew bigger and bigger, producing more powerful financial institutions that
gradually gained more influence and traction in Washington as their worldviews began to line
up. Banking was no longer boring. It experienced a rebirth of dynasties and mega-banks, a
rebranding of public image, and a reclaiming of political power.
The financial sector served as a powerful engine for economic growth in the last two
decades of the twentieth century, and Wall Street continued to produce titans of modern
finance. The efficiency and complexity of financial innovation and modern finance as we
know it from the 1980s onwards – and the important role it plays in the national economy and
in national politics – seems a far cry from Jefferson’s agrarian ideal. Despite prevailing
Jeffersonian attitudes that reemerge from time to time, it has often been the Hamiltonian
vision that tends to materialize and come to fruition. As Bray Hammond, the Fed staffer
turned historian, wrote,
Americans still maintain a pharisaical reverence for Thomas
Jefferson, but they have in reality little use for what he said and
believed – save when, on occasion, and out of context, it appears
to be a political expediency. What they really admire is what
Alexander Hamilton stood for and his are the hopes they have
fulfilled.227
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In 1992, Arkansas governor Bill Clinton was elected President, and would end up
serving two terms during a tremendous economic upswing in what Nobel Prize-winning
economist Joseph Stiglitz called The Roaring Nineties. The Clinton Administration’s
economic policy agenda culminated in the repeal of Glass-Steagall in 1999, erasing the divide
between commercial banks and investment banks that was set in place in 1933. In the next
chapter, we will look at how the Clinton Administration navigated the realities of New Wall
Street’s power over the nation’s economy and how the repeal of Glass-Steagall came to be.
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4 Stories of the Roaring Nineties and the
Placating of Wall Street
“Never before in the history of mankind have the feelings of a street had such a decisive
force. The ancients worried about the mood of the skies, mountains, seas, and forests.
We’re placating a pavement.”
- Robert Reich228

4.1 Introduction to chapter
The 1990s are undoubtedly remembered as a tremendous economic upturn. The Clinton
administration between 1993 and 2000 presided over the best economic performance the U.S.
had experienced in three decades.229 Over the course of a decade, unemployment fell while
inflation was kept low and steady, labor productivity finally increased after a long downturn
between 1973 and 1995, and the federal budget deficit decreased after a substantial increase
in the 1980s and early 1990s.230 The Roaring Nineties came at a certain cost, however, as the
rise of Wall Street’s political power and the financial sector’s influence over Washington
intensified greatly over the course of the decade.
In this chapter, I will take a close look at the Clinton era in the 1990s by examining
certain events and processes through a sample of personal narratives. The goal of this
approach is to better understand what forces were at work, both ideologically and politically,
that ultimately shaped the way the Clinton administration handled economic policy.
Specifically, the focus lies on the shift of priorities from investing in the workforce and
middle class in the age of a new economy to gaining the trust and support of the rising
financial sector. The economic advisors Clinton surrounded himself with and trusted represent
different views on these two options. Their memoirs, statements, and interviews thus provide
insight into the conflicts that ensued, and the narratives provide understanding for how strong
the Wall Street worldview became in Washington throughout the 1990s.
In section 4.2 of this chapter, I will offer insights into the Clinton administration and
the economic conditions that President Clinton inherited. Clinton’s 1992 campaign and the
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Democratic Party Platform promised a “revolution;” a renewed focus on the economic
conditions of the American people. Investment in public services such as education, job
training, and health care stood at the forefront, and Clinton pledged to offer a tax cut for the
middle class, which had been struggling under the weight of stagnating wages since the
1970s. After Clinton won the election of 1992, however, he focused on developing good
relations with the Federal Reserve and populated his economic team with fiscal conservatives.
This, combined with a federal budget deficit that turned out to be much larger than known, led
Clinton to reconsider and ultimately change his economic policy goals.
A defining event in the first year of the Clinton administration was the 1993 budget
agreement, and it will be discussed at length in this section. The 1993 budget was defining
because it immediately threatened to unravel the proposed economic platform that had helped
Clinton win the election in 1992. There were two choices available to Clinton in the winter of
1993. The first was to uphold his promises of government spending in the form of investment
in public services. The second was to abandon this strategy and instead make dramatic cuts in
spending to lower the federal deficit in an effort to ensure the well-being and growth of the
financial markets. The decision to prioritize the deficit set the tone for the rest of President
Clinton’s two terms in the White House when it came to economic policy; it signaled to all of
Washington that credibility with Wall Street should be the main priority.
In section 4.3, I will discuss another important aspect of Wall Street’s rising influence
and importance to policy-makers: the federal agencies in Washington that were tasked with
the creation and up-keep of regulatory framework in the financial sector. By the time
President Clinton took office, the political climate in Washington was heavily in favor of freemarket capitalism. The belief in the self-regulatory ability of financial markets was
unwavering in the most powerful circles of economic policy-making. In the 1990s, the
agencies in Washington that were meant to regulate and keep oversight of the financial sector
were to a large extent populated with people who were against regulation and government
interference. I will discuss the story of Brooksley Born’s attempt to regulate the financial
market of derivatives to illustrate how powerful the Wall Street worldview had become by the
mid-1990s, and how unpopular the pro-regulation arguments were.
Lastly, section 4.4 looks at the long-awaited deregulation victory for the financial
sector that capped off the millennium: the repeal of the 1933 Glass-Steagall Act. The financial
lobby had been working towards this goal for decades, but it was not until the late 1990s that
all political conditions were in their favor. The combination of a market-friendly White House
and Federal Reserve, a trend of financial deregulation that had begun in the 1980s and taken
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off with full speed in the 1990s, and the potential of Europe regaining financial superpower
status with a common currency all worked in Wall Street’s favor. The section discusses how
the controversial Financial Services Modernization Act of 2000 came to be, and goes on to
discuss its problematic consequences.

4.2 The Clinton Administration
The Democratic Party experienced a rebirth in 1992 after twelve years of Republican
presidency. The party had taken a leftward turn in the 1960s and 1970s, and there was a need
to rebuild their image and steer the party towards a more moderate center to attract voters.231
In 1985, the Democratic Leadership Council (DLC) was created in order to formulate a
moderate Democratic agenda. After losing the election of 1988, the DLC began to look
outside Congress for ideas and leadership, and Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton was recruited
as chairperson.232 Clinton would later secure the nomination for presidential candidate and
win the presidential election in 1992.
Clinton represented a centrist faction within the Democratic Party that had emerged in
in the 1980s, largely through the DLC, and they often referred to themselves as the “New
Democrats.” They wanted to win back the white middle-class voters by positioning
themselves as neither liberals nor conservatives. They argued that they could be strong on
foreign policy, moderate in social policy, and fiscally disciplined in economic policy while
also supporting trade, business, and marketplace.233 The overall vision for the Clinton
campaign administration was to adopt some pro-market policies, which had benefited the
Republicans greatly in their rise in the 1980s, and blend them with more traditional
Democratic values.234 Fiscal discipline combined with progressive policies turned out to be a
smart and successful political strategy for the Clinton administration. It was not
uncontroversial with traditional Democratic voters, however, and it created tension within the
administration, as we will see in the discussion of the 1993 budget agreement.
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“The Economy, Stupid”
At the heart of Clinton’s campaign was his pledge to fix the economy, which had dipped into
a recession in 1990-1991. One of the key things Clinton inherited from Presidents Reagan and
Bush was a substantial increase in the federal budget deficit. The national debt increased from
$997 billion in 1981 when President Reagan took office to almost $2.9 trillion in 1989. It
increased further to $4.4 trillion by 1993.235 Clinton’s campaign team knew the deficit was
something that needed to be addressed and that it would be a difficult task, but it was not
necessarily bad news for the campaign. The damage to the economy was not yet irreparable,
and the Clinton team was able to capitalize on what they argued was failure of economic
leadership by Reagan and Bush in order to promote their agenda. As one advisor late wrote,
“it gave us the opportunity, and the political leverage, to do something dramatic.”236
Even though the soaring deficit loomed large, it was not at the top of Bill Clinton’s list of
promises for economic policy in 1992. He was eager to overhaul government programs for
social welfare and to focus on investment in public services. His main focus was to restore the
middle class that he argued had been abandoned by the Republican administrations. Clinton
was highly influenced by public policy professor Robert Reich’s book The Work of Nations
(1991).237 In his book, Reich argued that a nation ought to invest in its non-mobile resources
such as its workers, its infrastructure, and common public assets as opposed to its mobile
resources like finance, technology, and factories that were increasingly transnational in
nature.238 The body of research Reich drew on showed that government investment of this
kind could yield vast returns in the future.
While fixing the economy and addressing the deficit were big priorities, Clinton wanted to
focus on investment in human capital in line with Reich’s beliefs. “Human capital” in this
context refers primarily to the national resource that is the workforce, which was met with a
new set of challenges and opportunities in the 1990s. The globalization of trade,
manufacturing, and markets meant that the American workforce needed to adapt and change
in order to remain competitive. This transformation demanded investment in education and
job training in the new industries of the twenty-first century. Rising income inequality and the
stagnating wages of the middle class were at the forefront of Clinton’s concerns before the
election.
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In the 1992 Democratic Party Platform, dubbed Putting People First by the Clinton
campaign, a promise was made to revolutionize government by making it more efficient,
results-oriented, and to put government back on the side of the working class.239 These two
goals are an example of the centrist course of the New Democrats, borrowing the efficient
government-argument from the mid-century Republican Party platform, and the argument for
helping the working class that had been part of the Democratic Party’s rhetoric since the
1930s. By the time the Clinton era ended in 2000, however, it was clear that government –
and the Democratic Party – had chosen primarily to get back on the side of Wall Street.
The 1993 budget agreement would be the first real indicator that the Clinton
administration would strive to placate Wall Street and the financial markets. At some point, a
transformation occurred from Candidate Bill Clinton, whose economic vision centered on
human capital, to President Bill Clinton, who went to great lengths to gain the credibility and
support of Wall Street. In order to understand this process, it is helpful to look at key
relationships that were formed during the transition period.
Robert Rubin Comes to Washington
Like most Democrats, Clinton publically campaigned against the banking industry.
Nevertheless, Arkansas governor Bill Clinton was a consummate fundraiser. He was keenly
aware of the importance of having the support of influential people, both financially and
politically, and he quickly established alliances on Wall Street prior to the presidential
election. One of his key supporters in campaign financing was Ken Brody of Wall Street
investment firm Goldman Sachs. Brody took Clinton to dinner in New York to meet with
high-powered business people, and this is where Clinton met Goldman Sachs co-chairman
Robert Rubin.240
Clinton briefly described the meeting in his 2004 memoir, My Life, where he revealed
that Rubin’s stringent reasoning for a new economic policy had a lasting impression on
him.241 Clinton was impressed by Rubin’s ability to convey economic policy in a careful yet
deliberate way. He reasoned that if Rubin was able to handle all the egos and interests at
Goldman Sachs, he would have a good chance of succeeding in a government position.242
Rubin went on to successfully raise a substantial amount of funding for Clinton’s presidential
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campaign, and he became one of Clinton’s top economic advisors. During the post-election
transition period in 1992-1993, Bill Clinton established the National Economic Council
(NEC), meant to function the same way the National Security Council did, only concerning
economic policy issues, and Clinton appointed Robert Rubin as chairman. His job would be to
coordinate the economic policy agenda of the White House. It did not hurt that he was a Wall
Street insider who knew how the bond markets and Wall Street functioned.
Rubin reached the peak of his career in the Clinton Administration in 1995 when he
was appointed Treasury Secretary, a position he held for four and half years before he
resigned. Rubin is integral to the story of economic policy in the 1990s for several reasons.
One reason is that he exemplifies Clinton’s decision to bring in financial experts from Wall
Street to join his economic team and help create an economic agenda. As Clinton’s
confidence in Rubin’s opinion increased over the years, so did his power. By the late 1990s,
Rubin had become one of the most trusted and revered economic policy-makers in
Washington and his influence was far-reaching. As we will see, Rubin fought vehemently for
deregulation of the financial services industry and he was able to reap the benefits of his
efforts when he ultimately left public service to return to Wall Street.
Alan Greenspan – The Man Behind the Curtain
A different relationship, but equally critical for President Clinton during his two terms in the
White House, was the one he cultivated with the chairman of the Federal Reserve, Alan
Greenspan. The importance of this relationship was brought to Clinton’s attention early on by
his top economic advisors. Clinton had appointed Texas Senator Lloyd Bentsen as his
Treasury Secretary in 1993. Bentsen was a longtime friend of Clinton’s and had been
chairman of the Senate Banking Committee. He was a highly respected and experienced
Congressman, and would become chief architect of the Clinton administration’s post-election
economic plan. A skilled politician, Bentsen made it clear to Clinton that in order to drive a
successful economic policy it was critical to establish a relationship of trust with
Greenspan.243
The chairman of the Federal Reserve is supposed to be an independent position, much
like the FBI director, and is appointed by the President and approved by the Senate for a fixed
term.244 Since its creation in 1913, the Federal Reserve has often been at odds with the White
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House. The Federal Reserve plays a crucial role in the nation’s economy through setting
short-term interest rates, a tool used to either slow down or speed up the economy. After the
tough lessons learned during the Great Inflation of the 1970s, the Fed has tended to prioritize
keeping interest rates high in order to keep inflation low, while the executive branch would
often urge lower rates in order to stimulate economic growth through spending and lending.245
Alan Greenspan was no exception to this rule; he was adamant about warding off inflation at
any cost. Moreover, he was firm in his belief that the government should stay away from
excessive interference and control over the business sector.
Greenspan came of intellectual age in the 1950s around the same time he became an
Ayn Rand disciple after attending her discussion groups in New York City.246 Rand had
developed a philosophy of self-interested individualism that she called “objectivism.” An
immigrant from the Soviet Union, she condemned government intervention in private lives
and private markets and believed laissez-faire capitalism was the ideal economic system.247 In
his 2007 memoir, Greenspan described how he came to appreciate and trust the dynamics of
capitalism throughout his pre-politics career as an economic consultant on Wall Street. He
believed that a free market was self-regulating and propelled by an ongoing process of
obsolescence and progress.248 “By the time I joined Richard Nixon’s campaign for the
presidency in 1968,” he wrote, “I had long since decided to engage in efforts to advance freemarket capitalism as an insider, rather than as a critical pamphleteer.”249 Greenspan called
Ayn Rand and her libertarian philosophy “a stabilizing force” in his life, and she stood beside
him when he took his oath of office in the Ford administration as Chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisors.250 In 1987, fellow free-market champion Ronald Reagan appointed
Greenspan to chairman of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors, the top position in the
nation’s most important institution for supervision and regulation of banks and financial
entities.251
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Clinton followed Lloyd Bentsen’s advice about establishing good relations with the
Federal Reserve. Shortly after the election, Greenspan received a call inviting him to meet
with the President-elect in Little Rock, Arkansas on December 3, 1992.252 The two men met
alone. During the meeting, Greenspan made it clear to Clinton that the critical issue for the
health and stability of the economy was not the short-term interest rates that the Fed set, but
the long-term interest rates that are determined by demand in the bond market.253 Greenspan
argued that the high long-term interest rates on 10-year, 20-year, and 30-year securities were a
recipe for inflation, and that the only way to get investors to lower their demands on longterm returns was to exert control over the federal budget deficit.254 Greenspan tried to
convince Clinton that the best way to increase employment and economic growth was not
through government spending on human capital, as Clinton had intended, but rather through
deficit reduction. His point was repeated several times: the essential action needed was to
address the estimated long-term deficit.255
In his memoir, Alan Greenspan described the meeting as very successful. “Improve
investors’ expectations, I told Clinton, and long-term rates could fall.”256 If Clinton did reduce
the deficit enough to raise investors’ confidence, as Greenspan assured him would happen, the
late 1990s “could look awfully good.”257 Meanwhile, Greenspan admitted he “was not
oblivious to the fact that 1996 would be a presidential election year. The path to a beneficent
future, I told the president-elect, was lowering the long-term trajectory of federal budget
deficits.”258 In other words, Greenspan made it clear to Clinton to that an investment boom
achieved through a hefty deficit reduction would benefit Clinton’s chances of reelection.
Greenspan was delighted to note that Clinton seemed fully engaged in the conversation and
that he “picked up on my sense of urgency about the deficit.”259 Shortly after this meeting, the
deficit took on a completely new role in the discussions around economic policy in the
transition team as new information came to light.
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The Deficit
After the election, Clinton’s Putting People First plan ran into obstacles. In December of
1992, it became clear that the deficit in the federal budget was much larger than what
Clinton’s team knew when they drew up their pre-election economic plan over the summer of
1992.260 The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) offered a revised analysis of the
predicted deficit in 1997, and it was round $50 billion higher than the previous estimate.261
The newly created National Economic Council, headed by Robert Rubin, and all the
economic advisors were set to meet and discuss the matter in Little Rock, Arkansas on
January 7, 1993.262 Taking the new information about the deficit into account, it was clear that
a new plan had to be formed from scratch.
The meeting reportedly got heated on several occasions. The core issue at stake was
whether deficit reduction should be the priority, or if the federal budget should allow a deficit
in order to facilitate investment in public services such as education, job-training, and social
welfare measures, as Clinton had promised during his campaign. The argument for aggressive
deficit reduction was presented to Clinton by members of his economic team much in the
same way Greenspan had pitched it to him a month before. The short-term costs of this would
be cutting government spending. It could potentially be a huge political loss and seen as a
betrayal of campaign promises made to Clinton’s constituents after he had promised to put
“People First” and create more and better jobs.263 On the other hand, there was the hope that
the bond market would respond and lower their long-term interest rates, resulting in a lower
estimated deficit by 1997.
Clinton was reportedly frustrated as he came to grips with the fact that his economic
program and reelection hinged on the bond market and the decisions regarding interest rates
made by the unelected Alan Greenspan.264 The audience of the administration was no longer
the middle class or the American electorate in general; it was now the bond market and the
Federal Reserve. “That was the day the earth moved and Clinton’s view changed,” said
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman of the fateful meeting in Little Rock.265
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Conflicts within the administration
Clinton’s economic team was torn between those who supported the idea that deficit
reduction was a fiscally and politically smart idea in the long run, and those who felt that
Clinton had severed his link between himself and the voters – even before the inauguration.
The so-called deficit hawks were, for the most part, the fiscally conservatives in the team and
they were in the majority. “The presidency has been hijacked,” political advisor Stan
Greenberg reportedly said in disappointment after an economic team meeting in January. 266
He was not the only one who felt concerned and defeated by the post-election changes in the
Clinton camp. Paul Begala, one of Clinton’s closest consultants on the campaign trail and
later counselor to Clinton, also felt the detachment between candidate Bill Clinton and
President-elect Bill Clinton. He believed Clinton should have kept the “real people” around
after the election, instead of populating his administration with Wall Streeters like Robert
Rubin and Roger Altman and Washington insiders like Al Gore and Lloyd Bentsen.267
One of the most vocal opponents of the deficit hawks within the economic team was
Robert Reich, author of the book that had greatly influenced Clinton’s presidential campaign.
Clinton and Reich had attended Oxford University together in the 1960s as Rhodes Scholars,
and they had remained close friends ever since.268 Reich had spent the past twelve years as a
professor of public policy at Harvard University while Clinton had focused on his political
career. Reich considered himself a progressive liberal and he was particularly concerned with
the shrinking paycheck of the middle class since the 1970s. He had spent years writing about
the income inequality trend he was witnessing and sharing his beliefs in human capital
investment to anyone who would listen, including Clinton.269 Reich was a central advisor in
Clinton’s economic team during the campaign, and during the transition period he had been
put in charge of economic policy.270 Reich was now the appointee for Secretary of Labor. In
his 1997 memoir of his four-year tenure as Secretary of Labor, Reich humorously and openly
described the tactical political warfare between the deficit hawks and those who urged Clinton
to stay committed to investment in human capital and public services.
The progressives in the economic team were ultimately unable to convince Clinton.
Beginning in December 1992, deficit reduction became the main measure of success and
framed all discussions of the economic agenda. By February, deficit reduction was all the
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economic team talked about, much to Reich’s frustration.271 Reich was keenly aware of Alan
Greenspan’s power and influence over Clinton, and he wrote a particularly memorable
dramatic reenactment of the endless and repetitive budget meetings in his memoir. He depicts
Greenspan as an eerie figure sitting on top of the bookcase in the meeting room, looming over
the participants. Greenspan reveals himself only towards the end of the meetings. He comes
forward as a witch-like figure in a black cape, bathed in a red spotlight, ominously reminding
Clinton that he could make or break him as President by wrecking the economy if Clinton
does not commit to deficit reduction.272
Reich’s reenactment was written with tongue-in-cheek, but it nonetheless brings up the
point that Greenspan had a certain amount of leverage over Clinton, just like any Fed chair
has over a president. Greenspan could essentially prove his own point by tightening the
economy in the short-term through setting higher interest rates and send the economy into a
tailspin if Clinton failed to follow his advice. “[Paul] Volcker did it in 1979, and Jimmy
Carter was fired,” Reich pointed out. “Bill Clinton knows that. Greenspan has the most
important grip in town: Bill’s balls, in the palm of his hand.”273
In the end, Clinton went with the deficit-reduction plan that the majority of his chosen
advisors were touting. Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman (a former Wall Street
investment banker himself) attributed this in part to whom Clinton chose as his chief
economic advisors. “[By] choosing Panetta, and Bentsen, and Rubin, he chose economic
conservatives…” Altman later said in interviews with author Russell Riley. “So, looking back
on it, the nature and the history of those three men had a lot to do with the eventual
outcome.”274 By choosing to populate his economic team with advisors who prioritized the
growth of financial markets over investment in public services, Clinton had favored one side
of his economic proposals over the other. Alan Greenspan wrote in his memoir that he was
delighted with Clinton’s economic policy appointees. All of the appointees for Clinton’s
senior economic team “were fiscally conservative centrists […]. Choosing them made Bill
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Clinton seem about as far from the classic tax-and-spend liberal as you could get and still be a
Democrat.”275 It was clear that Bill Clinton was a Democrat willing to do things differently.

The Magic Number
It had been decided that the deficit would have to take center stage and a political hit would
have to be accepted, though minimized as much as possible. Greenspan made it clear there
could be no quid-pro-quo deal between the Fed and the White House, but he openly supported
the news that deficit reduction was now at the forefront of the economic plan that was
forming.276
The next question was what the actual deficit reduction target should be in the new
economic plan. In an interesting turn of events, Greenspan appeared to have given the
administration a specific number that he believed would be sufficient for interest rate changes
in the bond market. That number was apparently a deficit reduction of $140 billion by 1997.
This information came out in 1994 when journalist Bob Woodward published his
investigative account of the first years of the Clinton administration, The Agenda. The number
was reportedly scribbled on a memo that had passed with Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen.
“He urges 140 or above,” the scribble said, referring to Greenspan.277
The claim that Greenspan had given Bentsen a specific number to target was
somewhat controversial because it revealed to the public an alliance between the Treasury and
the Fed that was unusual in the making of a federal budget. Though some cooperation
between the Fed and the administration is beneficial for economic policy, their jobs are not
meant to overlap. Congress and the administration set the deficit targets, and the Federal
Reserve sets the short-term interest rates. Whether Greenspan was fiscally correct in his
insistence on deficit reduction for the sake of lowering long-term interest rates in the bond
market or not, it was unusual for the chairman of the Federal Reserve to play such an active
role in the budget discussions.
Robert Rubin has denied the claim Woodward made that there was some sort of deal
between Clinton and Greenspan on what the deficit target should be. “I was certainly unaware
of it,” Rubin said. “Nobody else on the economic team knew anything about it. […] I think
there’s zero chance this could have happened without my knowing about it.”278 Economic
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advisor Alan Blinder, however, found Woodward’s accounts of the economic team meetings
to be very accurate. When it came to the Greenspan number, Blinder said he was unsure of
the accuracy because it was never overtly stated that the number came from Greenspan. He
did recall, however, that at some point it had been decided that $140 billion was the magic
number, and he along with some other team members wondered where that had come from.279
Blinder approached Woodward after the publication of The Agenda to question his
claim that Greenspan had given a specific deficit target. He was convinced only when
Woodward showed him copies of a handout from a meeting with Greenspan with the
handwriting of some of the participants saying, “Greenspan says 140.”280 Although Blinder
holds that Greenspan’s recommendation was never discussed directly in any of the subsequent
economic team meetings, he acknowledged that Greenspan’s approval was important for
setting the deficit target. “[There] was a subtle inference that that number would get
Greenspan’s blessing,” he said, “and that Greenspan’s blessing would be awfully nice to
have.”281
Greenspan attested in his memoir that he took several steps to help the deficit hawks
in the economic team get the deficit reduction; one of the steps being to advice Bentsen on
how much the deficit should be cut by 1997 “in order to convince Wall Street and thereby
bring down long-term interest rates.”282 According to Greenspan’s recollection, that number
was a deficit reduction target of $130 billion. Greenspan confirmed that the number he gave
had a powerful effect in the White House and that it became the “magic number” the deficit
cuts needed to hit.283
Robert Reich does not allude to any specific deal on the deficit target in his account of
the budget meetings in the winter of 1993, but he assumed that Greenspan had been in direct
contact with Bentsen, or even Clinton himself.284 He goes far to suggest that Greenspan had a
deliberate agenda to influence Clinton and his advisors to prioritize the growth of the stock
market over investment in public services such as job-training and education. Reich was
outspoken about the role placating Wall Street played in the budget making process in 1993,
and the role Greenspan played in injecting that view into every conversation. “Greenspan
haunts every budget meeting,” Reich wrote, “though his name never comes up directly.
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Instead, it’s always our ‘credibility’ with Wall Street. It is repeatedly said that we must reduce
the deficit because Wall Street needs to be reassured, calmed, convinced of our wise
intentions.”285
It is somewhat remarkable how honest and upfront Greenspan is in his memoir about
the importance of establishing credibility on Wall Street at the time, and the crucial role that
that credibility would play in Clinton’s future reelection bid. At no point in the book does
Greenspan discuss the public interest or how the two options available to Clinton in 1993 –
cutting or increasing government spending – would affect or benefit the economic conditions
of the average citizen. Throughout Greenspan’s entire account of this budget process, the
focus is solely on appeasing Wall Street in the hopes that investors will regain confidence and
stock prices will rise. Greenspan seemed to view Wall Street as an institution that should
direct state policy, and his commitment to facilitating growth of the financial sector as a
whole was absolute and unyielding. In Greenspan’s defense, the memoir (and the ideological
views he promotes in the book) was written and published before the subprime mortgage
crisis hit in 2007. Greenspan has since apologized on Capitol Hill and admitted that his free
market ideology turned out to be flawed.286

What the 1993 Deficit Cuts Represent
The choice between cutting or increasing government spending that weighed on President
Clinton in the winter of 1992/1993 represents a dichotomy in economic ideologies.
Greenspan, a free-market capitalist, and Reich, a progressive liberal, in some ways represent
the opposite sides of the spectrum in the debate over deficit reduction versus investment in
public services.
Reich believed that the projected yearly deficit number was misguiding because it
treated all spending the same, “whether a crop subsidy to a rich farmer or college aid to a poor
kid.”287 College aid was an investment in the future productivity of that person and that would
benefit the economy later on, unlike said crop subsidy. This was a central argument in The
Work of Nations, the book that had influenced Clinton greatly in his campaign platform.
Large deficits may be allowed, in Reich’s view, as long as a big piece of the government
spending pie goes to investment in public services that will benefit the national economy in
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the long term; a good example of such an investment being the GI Bill after World War II.
Investment in public services such as job training and education may yield large returns down
the road in the form of a capable and productive workforce. Reich saw this as especially
important in order to help those at the bottom of society to get a foothold in the new
globalized and increasingly technological-based economy.288 Reich’s, and the other
progressives in the economic team’s, position and the labor force modernization plan was one
feasible option at the time, and they saw it as important to uphold the campaign promises in
this policy area.
In Greenspan’s view, what pleased the financial markets was essentially conducive to
national economic growth. He believed that if the deficit continued to grow, global lenders
would demand higher and higher interest payments on loans to businesses in the U.S. This
would lead to a decline in private investments, a slowdown of productivity, and an
acceleration of inflation.289 Higher long-term interest rates would not only hurt private
business, it would also pose a threat to the fast-growing stock market because global lenders
drove up the cost of bond issuances and demanded a higher margin of interest due to the fear
of inflation.290 It was Greenspan’s belief that if the administration cut the deficit enough to
reassure the financial markets, the stubbornly high long-term interest rates would drop. This
would lead to more investment in businesses, allowing them to grow and expand. Over time it
would produce lower costs on home mortgages, enabling more people to afford homeownership. Perhaps most importantly, it would release the breaks on the financial markets and
allow Wall Street to generate more profits and growth.
The deficit hawks in Clinton’s economic team agreed that lowering the deficit would
help the national economy. If the deficit was lowered, the federal government could borrow
less from the pool of national savings – money from citizens that was invested and not
consumed – and thus free up capital for private investments in businesses.291 Investments
could be made in better equipment and worker training, leading to increased productivity and
efficiency. In the short run, it would mean cutting federal spending, causing the economy to
contract and decreasing economic growth for a few years.292 The deficit hawks argued,
however, that the contraction could be minimized or even offset because traders would buy
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and sell bonds at lower long-term interest rates. The Federal Reserve could lower short-term
interest rates, which generally – though not always – caused long-term rates to fall.293
Neither Reich nor Greenspan were entirely wrong; the respective economic theories
they adhere to are both plausible. The substantial efforts to cut government spending and
reduce the deficit did help spur on an investment boom in the late 1990s that generated
business growth and lower long-term interest rates, and no one can argue that the Roaring
Nineties was not a much-needed economic upturn for both businesses and private persons. It
is important to note, however, that the economic performance of the 1990s was not solely the
result of the economic policy of the Clinton administration. Price drops in oil, computers, and
health care contributed to the upturn. Investments made in technology long before 1993 began
to pay off, technological advances helped increase productivity in many industries, and
increased globalization of trade also contributed to economic growth.294
The main difference in the two approaches is that Reich believed in government
investment directly to the groups of people who needed it; he wanted investment directly to
the middle class and the workforce and to allow time for that investment to generate growth
for the national economy as a whole. Greenspan, however, would prioritize the top first – that
is, the financial markets – and wait for the benefits to trickle down and spread to all levels of
the economy in due time. He was not wrong; there is a strong link between the level of
performance and sophistication of a country’s financial system and its overall economic
growth.295 As most observers agree, however, a lot of detours can happen to profits,
investments, and general economic wealth on the way down from the towers of Wall Street to
the lower-middle class across America. Although the U.S. economy experienced a formidable
level of growth in the 1990s, high statistics of income inequality still persist.296
When the options for deficit reduction were presented to Clinton at the meeting in
Little Rock in January 1993, Robert Rubin pointed out to him that the deficit reduction of
around $140 billion assumed no new public investments.297 This meant that the spending cuts
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would have to be even bigger if Clinton were to afford the new programs he wanted. Four of
the main promises in Bill Clinton’s 1992 campaign were tax cuts to the middle class,
providing affordable health care to Americans, creating a federal investment fund of $20
billion annually for improving infrastructure, and establishing training and retraining
programs for the workforce.298 These goals were now turning out to be inherently
contradictory to the goal of deficit reduction and monetary fiscal discipline. Clinton made the
politically tough decision to break campaign promises in order to prioritize the deficit. In this
way, I would argue that Clinton broke the trust of the middle class and the workforce, and the
administration’s first audience became the Federal Reserve and the financial market instead.

4.3 When ‘Regulation’ Became a Bad Word
As the choice was made to prioritize large deficit cuts over investment in public services, the
tone was set for the rest of the Clinton years. The New Democrat administration was willing
to play ball with the conservatives, and the Republican takeover of Congress in the 1994 midterm elections (also called the Gingrich Revolution) made the administration lean even more
toward its centrist, or even center-right, policies.
The effects of this stretched further than just the White House. Nobel Prize-winning
economist Joseph Stiglitz served as a member, and later chair, of the Council of Economic
Advisors from 1993 to 1997. In his 2003 book The Roaring Nineties, he unpacked the lessons,
misconceptions, and myths of the economic upturn in the 1990s. He stated that the biggest
failure of the Clinton administration when it came to economic policy was that they lost sight
of the principles they had during the campaign and the election. It was replaced by a
shortsighted focus on finance, through deficit reduction, that ultimately went too far.299 The
deficit reduction was effective and swift, but it came with consequences:
The economy recovered, and deficit reduction was given the credit, and
with that credit, the credibility of those who has advocated it soared. If
they advocated deregulation, we should listen to their wisdom. If they
advocated deregulation for their own industry, we should be particularly
attentive – after all, who knows more about financial markets than the
financiers.”300
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This leads us to the topic of deregulation of the financial services industries, which was a
defining factor in the Clinton administration’s economy policy in the last half the 1990s.
Deregulation was tightly connected to the growth of the U.S. economy in this period. After
the economy had recovered from the 1991-1992 recession and the deficit cuts had
reestablished the trust of investors, the U.S. economy experienced formidable growth, leading
many commentators at the time to talk about a “New Economy.” The real GDP rose at an
annual rate of more than 4 percent between 1995 and 1999, and nonagricultural labor
productivity grew to levels not seen before 1973.301
An essential aspect of the New Economy in the late 1990s was the revolution in
information technology. Most of the growth in nonagricultural manufacturing output was
attributed to computer hardware production.302 The stock market continued to grow and
investments in internet-based companies skyrocketed. The IT revolution was not solely
responsible for the strong economic performance in the late 1990s, but it certainly was a
positive aspect.
The financial markets seemed to be doubling performance and profit each year.
Hence, in the 1990s, the mood was confident and appreciative of the strength of financial
markets and the value of Wall Street. The idea that markets should operate freely with limited
government control was blossoming. Substantial government regulation of banks and finance
seemed like a relic of the past; some leftover page in a rulebook that was no longer applicable
in a new age of financial and technological innovation. The deficit hawks and fiscally
conservative policy-makers who surrounded Clinton became Washington superstars in their
own right. Robert Rubin, Alan Greenspan, and Larry Summers - who had served as economic
advisor to the Clinton Administration and who was appointed Rubin’s Deputy Treasury
Secretary in 1995 – were becoming practically untouchable.303 They received much of the
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credit for the successful economic recovery after the 1993 budget agreement, and it was a
surprise to no one when Clinton appointed Greenspan to his third consecutive term as
chairman of the Federal Reserve in 1996.
These three power players – Greenspan, Rubin and Summers – shared a view that had
infiltrated most of Washington at the time: that regulation of financial markets was first of all
a hindrance to economic performance and growth as opposed to a safeguard to protect the
stability of the economy and the savings of Americans. The anti-regulation view had also
reached the regulatory agencies themselves, even before Clinton took office, and there were
hardly any efforts made to regulate the influx of new financial instruments. Some people
within the regulatory agencies attempted to tighten regulation of the growing financial market
and its new instruments. They soon discovered how powerful the opposition to regulation was
within the regulatory agencies themselves, as well as within the government.

Brooksley Born fights Washington & Wall Street
A much-discussed example of someone who attempted to keep the regulation train in its
tracks is Brooksley Born, the woman who unsuccessfully campaigned for the regulation of the
trillion-dollar market of over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives in 1998. Born was a successful
and well-respected financial law attorney in Washington D.C., and in 1993, President Clinton
appointed her head of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). The CFTC is the
federal agency that regulates futures and options markets, and at the time it was seen as a
rather uninteresting agency without much prestige.304 Born, however, would soon put the
agency in the headlines.
As a consequence of all the different types of fraud and misconduct she had witnessed
in her field of financial law, Born was a believer in government regulation. Clashes with Alan
Greenspan and Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, who both believed markets should operate
freely without much government interference, were therefore somewhat inevitable. Born’s
attention was caught by the new and booming market of OTC derivatives. As she looked
more into these markets, she realized they were entirely unregulated. Even more
disconcertingly, the government had no information about how they operated, who were
involved, or what the transactions even were. On Wall Street, the market for derivatives was
known as a “Black Box” because the only people who knew anything about the deals were the
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parties involved. There was no listing on the stock exchange, no transparency, and no
oversight. It was a growing and little understood market, and Born recognized that it could
become a haven for fraudulent activity.305
The potential dangers of this unregulated market became known to the CFTC in 1995
through a lawsuit. Proctor & Gamble sued the multi-million dollar investment firm Bankers
Trust over a loss of $102 million dollars in complex transactions of OTC derivatives. P. & G.
claimed that Bankers Trust had sold them products they did not understand.306 Taped phone
calls between Bankers Trust brokers revealed that they had indeed taken advantage of the fact
that derivatives were too complex to understand. In the tapes, brokers were proverbially
patting each other on the back for how they managed to “set them up,” referring to P. & G.307
For the first time, the CFTC had some insight into how the market of derivatives operated.
The questionable practices of Bankers Trust employees were not necessarily indicative of
how the entire market operated, but the size and far-reaching investments of the market made
Born worried given the lack of information and transparency.
As soon as Born expressed interest in the possibility of bringing derivatives under the
umbrella of regulation, the pushback of the entire financial lobby and their allies in the
government was immediate and aggressive. Larry Summers reportedly called Born and
ordered her to stop what she was doing right away or else she would cause the worst financial
crisis since World War II. Summers said he had thirteen bankers in his office telling him
so.308 The very people who would benefit from this dark market staying unregulated and
undisclosed were the ones advising the regulators to keep the it free from oversight, and none
of the regulators in Washington seemed to raise an eyebrow at that except for Born.
The CFTC was a legally independent agency that reported only to the President. Apart
from its function as an intimidation tactic, the Treasury telling Born that she had to stop
contemplating the issue had no consequence. In 1998, she and her team at the CFTC started
working on a concept release; a report made to solicit public viewpoints before an actual rule
or law is proposed. As soon as Robert Rubin heard of it, he called an emergency meeting of
the President’s Working Group on Financial Markets with the purpose of convincing Born not
to issue the concept release.309 Robert Rubin, Alan Greenspan, and Securities and Exchange
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Commission (SEC) Chairman Arthur Levitt – who had been personally lobbied by Greenspan
and Rubin to join the effort to shut Born down – all took turns trying to convince Born to drop
it. She stood her ground, however, and two weeks later she told her staff to publish the
concept release.310
The same afternoon the concept release was issued, Rubin, Greenspan, and Levitt all
put out public statements of opposition against regulation of the derivatives market. They
urged Congress, the only ones with the legal authority to stop Born, to block it.311 Hearings
commenced almost immediately in the relevant committees of Congress, and lasted
throughout most of the spring and early summer of 1998. All the major banking regulators
who testified, including Greenspan and Levitt, told members of Congress that bringing
derivatives in for regulation was fiscally unsound and would only hinder the efficiency of the
market without serving useful purpose. The financial lobby was said to have five lobbyists for
each member of Congress, and they worked vehemently on Capitol Hill to convince members
of Congress to block Born’s proposal. “Ninety percent of the members of Congress couldn’t
have told you what a derivative was,” author David Wessel said in a 2009 PBS documentary
about these events.312 “All they knew was that all these big guys on Wall Street – many of
them make big campaign contributions, many seem very smart – all say that this will screw
up the economy.”313 In the end, Born did not stand a chance.

Comments on the Born Saga
The timing of Born’s endeavor was unfortunate. In the late 1990s, the tech boom was
generating speed and stock market profits were doubling year by year, making the idea of
bringing in more regulation seem old-fashioned. There were no listening ears to her campaign
for regulation in the top positions of financial policy areas. Born was vilified in Washington
for appearing to break ranks with the administration’s top economic advisors, even though she
had full legal authority to pursue the issue. Having been pummeled on Capitol Hill and frozen
out by her colleagues in the executive branch and in other government agencies, Born
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resigned from her post.314 With Born out of the way, the last two years of the Clinton
administration were a heyday of deregulation.
The regulation of derivatives was in many ways a test of Wall Street’s power in
Washington. The market was new, born out of the era of financial innovation, and existed
beyond the regulatory framework that was in place. The strength of the hammer that was
wielded on Brooksley Born for even thinking about regulating OTC derivatives was
overwhelming.315 The role OTC derivatives played in spreading and amplifying the global
financial crisis in 2007-2008 has made Born’s fight for regulatory oversight even more
compelling than it was in the 1990s.316 Born repeatedly tried to warn Congress of the danger
the derivatives market could pose to the savings of Americans, not to mention the potential
for fraudulent and unethical activities in the dark market.
Unfortunately, her warnings were not heeded at the time. The lack of transparency and
information in the derivatives market was a non-issue for The Federal Reserve, the Treasury,
and the Securities and Exchange Commission because it was believed that the market was
self-regulating. Greenspan’s logic seemed to be that if all visible evidence suggested the
market was working perfectly, that was all the proof he needed. The point Born was trying to
make, however, was that there was no visibility in the market of derivatives and thus
impossible for the government to know how they operated – much less how they regulated
themselves.317
The story of Born’s campaign illustrates how little room there was in the regulatory
regime in the 1990s for any opinions that questioned or disagreed with the logic of freemarket ideology. The consensus in the political climate was that financial markets should be
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able to operate freely without government oversight or regulation so long as they continued to
generate growth and profits. The fear of regulation for regulation’s sake was greater than any
fear of misconduct by the financial industry.

4.4 Repealing Glass Steagall
After Born’s unsuccessful campaign to bring the derivatives market under regulation, it was
clear to the entire financial lobby that the time for bringing deregulation to the table in
Washington was now. At the top of Wall Street’s wish list was a repeal of the 1933 GlassSteagall Act; the separation of commercial banks dealing with deposits and lending, and
investment banks dealing with speculation, securities and trade within the same institution.
The need to modernize the regulatory framework for the financial services industry was in
many ways valid. As discussed in Chapter 3, the evolution of modern financial instruments
from the 1970s and onwards meant that the old framework was outdated and insufficient. As
it turned out, ‘modernization’ of the regulatory framework did not mean new and different
forms of regulation in the eyes of Wall Street. It simply meant disposal of regulation.
The campaign for Glass-Steagall repeal had been floating around Washington for
decades, but it gained considerable momentum in the 1990s. In April of 1990, Chase CEO
Thomas Labrecque testified before the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs
Committee to make a case for modernization of regulation concerning the financial services
industry.318 Many powerful Wall Street executives followed his example and testified in
Congress in the following years. The modernization Wall Street called for would entail
breaking down the barriers set in place by the Glass-Steagall Act. The testimonies from
powerful financiers in the congressional hearings were even more aggressive and demanding
than they had been in preceding years, and their key objective was to gain permission for
commercial bankers to trade issues and stocks for their clients (as they had been able to do in
the 1920s). An end to Glass-Steagall would also mean that these commercial institutions
could expand into other financial services like insurance and fund management.319
As luck would have it for the financial services industry, the White House was on
board with what they attempted to do. Financial deregulation had been important to President
George H. W. Bush as a means to ensure global economic hegemony following the fall of the
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Soviet Union.320 Thus, the White House felt that it was important to support the bankers in
their cause so they would not continue to fall behind their European counterparts, and the
Bush administration advocated for the repeal of Glass-Steagall. This stance was continued
under the Clinton administration, and one of the most vocal spokesmen within the
administration for repealing the Glass-Steagall Act was Robert Rubin.

Citigroup and the Rubin Maneuver
Wall Street and the financial lobby had been actively working for the repeal of Glass-Steagall
since the 1980s, but no one had yet dared to press the legal issue. That would all change in
1998. On April 6, Sandy Weill (CEO of Travelers Group) and John Reed (CEO of Citicorp)
announced that their two companies would merge to create Citigroup. Holding a reported
$698 billion of assets, it would be the largest financial services company in the world.321 The
proposed merger was well beyond existing laws, and that meant that Weill and Reed would
have to obtain temporary approval from Alan Greenspan at the Federal Reserve. They ended
up using a loophole in the Bank Holding Company Act to get a two-year reprieve.322
The clock was now ticking, and Citigroup and the rest of Wall Street had two years to
lobby the final repeal of Glass-Steagall, or else Citigroup would have to dissolve. The other
big banks of Wall Street were excited about the merger because it represented a realistic
prospect of Glass-Steagall repeal. Lobbying money poured in droves from Wall Street to the
cause.323 Even so, Congress failed to pass legislation on this before the end of the 1998
session due to focus on midterm elections.324 The fight continued in 1999, and as the Euro
was officially born on January 1, the fear of Europe’s potential to regain financial superpower
status was looming.
In February 1999, Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin spoke to both the House
Committee on Banking and Financial Services and the Senate Committee on Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs, urging them to deregulate the financial industry.325 His argument
was that the problem was not U.S. banks’ general lack of competitiveness compared to
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European counterparts; it was rather a problem of access into valuable markets. In other
words, it was up to the legislative branch to break down barriers and firewalls that allegedly
held the U.S. financial sector back from continued financial hegemony. On March 1, 1991,
Senator Phil Gramm released a final draft of the Financial Services Modernization Act
(FSMA), commonly known as the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, which would dismantle the
separation between investment banks and commercial banks. The stock market rose sharply in
anticipation.326 The proposed bill was passed in the Senate on May 6, but due to disagreement
over the two chambers’ different versions of the bill, it moved to a joint conference
committee. On November 4, 1999, the final bill was passed by a vote of 90-8 in the Senate
and 362-57 in the House.327 President Clinton signed the bill into action on November 12.
In many ways, the repeal of Glass-Steagall was a long time coming. It had been
proposed in various forms for almost two decades, and the era of financial innovation
presented multiple challenges to the laws and regulations that were in place and thus
demanded reconsideration of them. The repeal was a continuation of the deregulation track
the U.S. government had followed since the free market wave hit the Western hemisphere in
the 1980s. In the U.S. financial sector, the era of deregulation began with breaking down
barriers to both interstate banking and international capital flows in the 1980s, progressed
with allowing new financial instruments and markets to exist and operate on the outskirts of
the regulatory system that was in place, and ended with what some commentators have called
the mother of all deregulation: the repeal of Glass-Steagall in 1999.328 There were only a few
voices of protest in Congress; one of the most memorable being Senator Byron Dorgan,
Democrat of North Dakota. On November 4, 1999, he passionately testified against the
FSMA and expressed his disappointment, stating that “we [Congress] have now decided in
the name of modernization to forget the lessons of the past, of safety and of soundness.''329
Even so, the successful repeal of Glass-Steagall was celebrated throughout most of
Washington and, naturally, by the financial services industry.
Despite the inevitability of the FSMA passing during the deregulatory heyday of the
late 1990s, there was something notable that happened during the legislative process and it
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involved Robert Rubin. Rubin, the former chairman of Wall Street’s powerful Goldman Sachs
investment firm who came to Washington in the early nineties and climbed the ladder to
Treasury Secretary, had worked hard both publically and within the corridors of Capitol Hill
and the White House to secure the repeal of Glass-Steagall. Six days after Senator Phil
Gramm’s proposal of the Financial Services Modernization Act was passed in Senate on May
6, Rubin unexpectedly announced his resignation as Treasury Secretary. Rubin’s resignation
would become effective in July.330 The reason for his resignation became apparent just four
months later when Rubin announced his new position as chairman of Citigroup’s executive
committee.331
The apparent conflict of interest did not go unnoticed. The fact that Rubin had been
simultaneously job-hunting and lobbying for legislation that would benefit his prospective
employer led to people calling for a formal investigation.332 Little came of the investigation,
however, and Rubin was free to enjoy his annual compensation package at Citigroup worth
around $40 million, which more than made up for the pay-cut he took when he first left Wall
Street to work for the federal government.333 This controversial move by Rubin and Citigroup
led critics to refer to the FSMA as the Citigroup Authorization Act.334
Robert Rubin could be called the quintessential revolving door man. He practically
epitomized what economist Jagdish Bhagwati has called the ‘Wall Street-Treasury complex,’
referring to the powerful lobbyists from the financial community who occasionally populate
the U.S. government (as they did in the 1990s) and are thus given the opportunity to make
policy that serves their self-interest.335 The Rubin maneuver is interesting because it sheds
light on the problem of incentive. When one is able to capitalize on a deregulatory political
agenda by going to high-paying jobs for the same industries that lobbied for deregulation, an
incentive takes form. To be clear, power of incentive does not equal corruption or unethical
behavior. Nevertheless, in the realm of public service, it is certainly a dilemma that demands
some discussion and consideration.
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Why Super-Sizing Banks Can Be Problematic
In the wake of the repeal of Glass-Steagall, banks increased their power in a dramatic fashion.
The repeal allowed big US banks to compete on the same level as European and Asian banks,
and it also allowed them to get engaged in more risky, complex and speculative activity, often
based on bloated balance sheets.336 The megamergers that followed created larger and more
diversified financial institutions. They were more difficult for their shareholders to monitor on
account of their sheer size and the scope of their diversified activities.337 Accountability was
becoming an afterthought.
An important provision of the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 was the creation of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), which insured bank deposits. It was meant to
instill public confidence in banks and in the financial system, and prevent “run on the banks”
scenarios.338 The FDIC is funded by a pool of money based on premiums that banks and thrift
institutions pay for deposit insurance coverage and from earnings on investments in U.S.
Currently, the FDIC insures deposits up to $250,000.339 As a consequence of the Financial
Services Modernization Act, financial institutions that had previously dealt only in
investment, trading, and speculation were now able to use traditional banking deposits for
these practices. Since depositor’s funds are government-backed through the FDIC, megabanks
could now use these funds as a form of collateral, knowing that the government would have to
bear at least part of the risk in the complex markets of securities and derivatives.340 Under the
old regime with the Glass-Steagall Act, an important check was in place: if an investment
firm were facing trouble, it would have a hard time borrowing money to keep it afloat. Should
the firm fail, it would be the firm that had to pay the price – not the public through taxpayerfunded government bailouts. This check was eviscerated by the FSMA.
The repeal of Glass-Steagall thus exacerbated what is known as the moral hazard
problem: when you are insured in one way or the other, you tend to become more likely to
take bigger risks than you otherwise would because the cost of bearing the risk lies
somewhere else. Most observers agree that moral hazard plays a part in financial crises and in
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the stability or instability of financial systems.341 With the government shield provided by
depositor’s funds, the bankers’ confidence and risk-taking abilities grew to vast proportions.
In the 2007-2008 financial crisis, the moral hazard problem revealed itself to be especially
dangerous given the concentration of risk. Instead of having hundreds of large banks bearing
risk in a dispersive way, the U.S. financial system rested entirely on a handful of megaconglomerates on Wall Street. They were once again simply too big to fail, just like before the
banking reform of the 1930s.
This time around, the megabanks were also interconnected with the global financial
markets in a different way than before. The globalization of private financial markets has
been a dramatic development in the decades after the collapse of the Bretton Woods system,
and there is practically no way to curtail cross-border private financial flows. The
development is in many ways a product of political choices beginning with the free market
turn of the Reagan-Thatcher era when liberalization of cross-border capital flows was
emphasized and pursued. It is aided by technological advances that made the movement of
money from one country to another easier and less expensive than before, and it is mutually
reinforcing in the sense that expansion of international trade creates a growing demand for
private international financial services.342 Hence, in the years following the repeal of GlassSteagall, the immense and growing pile of financial assets were not only concentrated in the
hands of a few megabanks on Wall Street, but the pile was also inextricably linked with the
global financial market as a whole.343
It would take some years before the vulnerability of this global pool of money became
apparent through the devastating global financial crisis in 2007-2008. The narrative told by
many of the top policy-makers and financiers who were brought in for questioning in the
aftermath was that the crisis was a terrible accident, a perfect storm that no one had seen
coming. To that, Senator Carl Levin who co-headed the extensive investigation and inquiry
into the main causes of the financial crisis, reputed: “…the recent financial crisis was not a
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natural disaster. It was a man-made economic assault.”344 Levin and his co-author Senator
Tom Coburn concluded in their 639-page report that the crisis was a result of “high risk,
complex financial products; undisclosed conflicts of interest; and the failure of regulators, the
credit rating agencies, and the market itself to rein in the excesses of Wall Street.”345
These larger structural shifts in political doctrine and in the way financial markets
operate and are increasingly diversified and interconnected were in motion before President
Clinton took office. The deregulation of the financial services industry in the 1990s was thus
in some ways a product of decisions made much earlier. I am not of the belief that President
Clinton could have reversed the trend of deregulation or financialization of the economy. I
would nonetheless argue, through examining the details of economic policymaking in the
1990s, that Bill Clinton leaned into to the trend and thereby accelerated it. As illustrated by
these detailed accounts and personal narratives, Clinton consciously made political decisions
that served to gain the trust of the financial sector and to signal that he was a pro-Wall Street
Democrat. From the budget agreement in his first year in office, credibility and trust was
sought primarily from the financial markets, and not from the people. This both enabled and
propelled the deregulatory wave of the 1990s.

4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have taken a close look at certain key moments and processes in the Clinton
administration through the perspective of personal narratives from those who were involved.
One of the main focus points of the chapter has been the conflict in the administration
surrounding Clinton’s decision to cut the federal deficit for the purposes of gaining credibility
with Wall Street, at the expense of his campaign promises of investment in human capital and
public services. The choice he made altered the course of the economic policy-making that
the administration would pursue in the remaining years of the Clinton era, and it cemented the
power of his fiscally conservative advisors.
Furthermore, I have discussed the deregulation trajectory of the Clinton years, which
culminated in the repeal of the Glass Steagall Act at the turn of the millennium. Through
revisiting the story of CFTC chair Brooksley Born, I have attempted to illustrate how
powerful Wall Street’s political power and worldview had become in the 1990s and how
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futile it was to try to convince Washington that the “Black Boxes” of Wall Street might pose a
threat to the national economy as opposed to being purely benevolent. Wall Street’s ultimate
victory came in 1999 with the Financial Services Modernization Act, and the financial
services industry thus entered a new era of mega-banks, money machines, and moral hazard.
In the next chapter, I will discuss these events and narratives in a larger context – politically,
culturally, and economically – and consider several theories of explanation for the rise of
Wall Street’s political power in the 1990s.
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5 How Wall Street was able to translate
economic power into political power in the
1990s
“I used to think that if there was reincarnation, I wanted to come back as the President or the
Pope or as a .400 baseball hitter. But now I would like to come back as the bond market.
You can intimidate everybody.”
– James Carville346

5.1 Introduction to chapter
The 1990s was the decade when the regulatory framework set in place in the 1930s was
effectively dismantled.347 The trends of deregulation that had begun in the 1970s were
confirmed, and the government signaled that would no longer attempt to prohibit or regulate
the growth, innovation or corporate practices of Wall Street. This was the decade that the
ideology of financial innovation and deregulation became the conventional wisdom in
Washington on both sides of the political aisle, and Wall Street was able to turn its growing
economic power into political power.348
This chapter will discuss the events and processes described in Chapter 4 in a
theoretical context. Several perspectives and possible explanations of why and how Wall
Street gained such political power in the 1990s will be discussed. The purpose of this chapter
to review the narratives, events, and processes discussed in Chapter 4 through the lens of
political, social, and cultural transformations that occurred in the last two decades of the
twentieth century. The goal to give a multifaceted analysis of why financial deregulation went
as far as it did in the late 1990s, how the Wall Street worldview had become dogma of
economic policy in Washington, and what cultural, economic, and political transformations
enabled this process.
Section 5.2 discusses several paradigm shifts in political doctrine that occurred in the
U.S. towards the end of the twentieth century. One author called it “one of history’s great
curiosities” that the greatest deregulation efforts in finance in the twentieth century happened
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under a Democratic president.349 To review and explain this, I will look at the shift from the
post-1945 economic regime of embedded liberalism to the neoliberal wave that hit the U.S. in
the 1980s, the Democratic Party’s shift to a centrist course in the late 1980s, and the New
Financial Architecture of the regulatory regime that emerged in the late 1970s.
Section 5.3 looks at financialization as one possible explanation for Wall Street’s
rising political power in the 1990s. We will return to financialization theory and discuss the
growing size of the financial sector as a contributing factor to the sector’s increased influence
and leveraging power over government.
Section 5.4 will discuss different types of capital that Wall Street increased in the last
two decades of the twentieth century, as it is too simplistic to explain the rising power and
influence of the financial sector by looking at economic factors; that is, the amount of money
the sector was making. Aside from traditional capital (i.e. money), Wall Street also increased
capital of knowledge, specialized skills, and human resources, and all of which were passed
through a revolving door between Wall Street and Washington. This process helped the Wall
Street-beneficial ideology of free markets and self-regulation gain a strong foothold in the
corridors of Washington. Furthermore, the revamping of Wall Street’s public image helped
increase its cultural capital.
Lastly, section 5.5 considers the impact Clinton’s top advisors had on the economic
policy-making of the 1990s, and how the legacy from these advisors has continued on in the
twenty-first century. Robert Rubin was instrumental in shaping economic policy in the 1990s
and in cemented the Democratic Party’s new centrist course. Through the people he mentored
and trained in the 1990s who would go on to become top economic policy-makers in the
Obama administration, “Rubinomics” lives on in the Democratic Party to this day. Alan
Greenspan was chairman of the Federal Reserve for almost two decades, and every ear in
Washington and on Wall Street listened intently to his expert opinion. To publically disagree
with Greenspan was no simple feat, and it was not until the magnitude of the global financial
crisis was apparent in 2008 that he would concede to any flaws in his beliefs.

5.2 Paradigm shifts
Neoliberalism
Towards the end of the twentieth century, the U.S. went through a paradigm shift in economic
policy. After the Second World War II when the Bretton Woods system was created, U.S.
349
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adhered to an approach called “embedded liberalism.”350 This referred to the compromise
between safeguarding domestic economic objectives, particularly securing full employment,
while also gradually opening the economy to international trade and investment.351 It was a
political bargain and an understanding that domestic economic objectives should be
prioritized in order to ensure stability and growth before opening up for trade liberalization.352
Keynesian economic theory was widely accepted and implemented in the U.S after
World War II. Keynesianism advocates activist stabilization policy by the government to
reduce the severity of business cycles, and the prioritization of unemployment as a larger
economic malady than inflation.353 It was believed that state power and regulation should be
widely employed to secure full employment and the welfare of citizens while also trying to
foster economic growth.354 Embedded liberalism, with the use of Keynesian fiscal and
monetary policies to ensure full employment and sooth business cycles, was the dominant
economic policy discourse in the U.S. up until the 1970s.355
The instability of the 1970s eroded this model. The Nixon Shock, the collapse of the
Bretton Woods System, the oil crises, and the Great Inflation altogether created space for a
paradigm shift in economic policy. A new policy doctrine began to crystalize around 1980,
one that is often referred to as neoliberalism. This is a political orientation and economic
philosophy that builds on classical liberalism, and it promotes self-regulating free markets,
liberalization of trade and cross-border capital controls, privatization of business, and an
overall retreat of the state in economic affairs.356
The term “neoliberalism” is not without its faults, however, as its usage has been
overextended and oversimplified over the last few years, resulting in diffuse understandings
of the concept. Flew (2014) describes the term as “rhetorical trope,” often used either an allpurpose denunciatory category or a term invoked to simply describe the way things are. 357
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Neoliberalism has been used as an explanatory concept for a highly eclectic collection of
disciplines and can therefore suffer from a lack of accuracy and specificity.
In the context of this thesis, as discussed Chapter 1, I view neoliberalism as a leading
policy-doctrine and economic orthodoxy in the Anglo-speaking Western world from the early
1980s as opposed to a cultural phenomenon or a dominant global ideology. The
characteristics of this policy-doctrine are a turn to free market capitalism with emphasis on
liberalization of capital flows and international trade; the removal of regulation of both trade
and finance in order to facilitate this new market turn; and the belief in self-regulating
markets and versions of laissez-faire economic policy.
The 1970s presented a crisis of the macroeconomic regime that was in place in the
U.S. and the time was ripe for a shift in doctrine. The U.S. and the U.K. were the first to take
advantage of this, through the elections of Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher, and over
time the shift in economic philosophy was exported to other countries through global
economic policy regimes in multilateral institutions. The political paradigm shift to
neoliberalism as a policy doctrine has been one of the most significant trends in the Anglospeaking Western hemisphere in the last few decades.358 Neoliberalism spread quickly in the
1970s and 1980s. The business community in the U.S., with its vast resources, was able to
help shape the economic policy debate, and its stance was naturally favorable to free markets
and self-regulation. In think tanks, in universities, in commissions, and in various advisory
positions in government, neoliberalism as policy doctrine gained a foothold. The new market
turn came to define the contemporary period in the U.S., and one of its key emphases was to
depoliticize economic activity by letting the marketplace itself lead the way.359

The New Democrats
Alongside the greater shift towards neoliberal ideology and free-market capitalism, there was
also a paradigm shift within the Democratic Party that happened just a few years before
President Clinton took office in 1993. It was aided by the founding the Democratic
Leadership council in 1985, and Clinton was the first Democratic president to successfully
employ the new Democratic strategy.
The Democratic Party was at an impasse in the late 1980s after having lost three
elections in a row and being unable to attract more voters. A departure came in 1992 with Bill
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Clinton’s presidential campaign. Clinton stressed his support for markets and business,
prioritized fiscal discipline and efficient government, introduced a tough line on both crime
and welfare, and targeted middle class votes specifically.360
As discussed in Chapter 4, Bill Clinton was eager to set his New Democrat agenda
apart from the traditional democratic platform and instead pursue a centrist course. His probusiness and market-friendly approach coincided with both the rise and popularity of
neoliberal ideology and the rising prominence of the financial sector. This created a unique
opportunity for deregulation of the financial services industry. Clinton’s economic advisor
Joseph Stiglitz later commented on the effect of the New Democrat centrist image-building:
…while the demand for deregulation had long been there, the
politics of the nineties provided the “supply”. The New
Democrats wanted to differentiate themselves from the Old
Democrats, who were seen as pro-regulation and anti-business.
They wanted to earn their pro-business stripes by pushing
deregulation still farther than it had gone before.361
The change in course for the Democratic Party was a part of a conflux of ideologies, political
strategies, economic conditions, and shifts in doctrine that shaped the course of U.S.
economic history towards the end of the twentieth century. The Clintonian New Democrat
movement helped put the Democratic Party in a business- and market-friendly place, where it
has stayed since. Wall Street no longer had to rely on Republican administrations for support;
the Democratic Party was also becoming an ally. The 1990s was effectively the first time
since the crash of 1929 that Wall Street and the financial services industry could rely on
political support and endorsement from both sides of the political aisle, and Wall Street
recognized that this was an ideal time to test its powers.

Regulatory regime
Finally, there was a paradigm shift in the financial regulatory system in the U.S. that began in
the 1970s. During the Great Depression in the 1930s, the U.S. government created a strict
regulatory regime under the assumption that unregulated financial markets are inherently
unstable, that they can be subject to fraud and manipulation by insiders, and that they can
trigger economic crises.362 The regulatory framework that was put in place created a stable
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and growing economic system for the next four decades. Leading economic theory in the midtwentieth century supported some government intervention in financial markets in order to
protect consumers and the stability of the economy, to a large extent built on Keynesian
macroeconomics.
In the 1970s and early 1980s, there was a paradigm shift in both economic policy and
in the regulatory regime.363 One of the most important academic contributions that spurred
this on was the Efficient Market Hypothesis that had been developed in the academic finance
movement. The hypothesis stated that in a scenario of perfect information and perfectly
rational actors, market prices were always right. By extension, financial markets were selfregulating. As the theory became popularized, the deregulation cause was not only pushed by
financial institutions, but it was also intellectually justified.364
The practices of the financial regime in the U.S. that was in place from the early 1980s
up to the global financial crisis in 2007-2008 has been called the ‘New Financial
Architecture’ (NFA). It contrasts with the regulatory regime that was put in the place in the
Depression-era under President Roosevelt, with tight oversight and regulation of financial,
markets, anti-branching laws in banking, control of cross-border capital flows, and of course,
the separation of commercial banking and investment banking. The NFA refers to the
combination of light government regulation with the integration and growth of modern
financial markets.365 Crotty (2008) argued that since the NFA took hold in the early 1980s,
rapid financial innovation accompanied by increased deregulation stimulated financial booms
that have always ended in financial crises to varying degrees of severity.366 A certain amount
of instability, as well as cycles of boom of bust, became accepted as a part of the natural
behavior of financial markets.
Alan Greenspan’s tenure as chairman of the Federal Reserve coincided with, and
perhaps contributed to, the New Financial Architecture and the general acceptance of the idea
of self-regulating financial markets. In 1996, he gave his famous “irrational exuberance”speech, stating that it was not the government’s or central bankers’ job to head off bubbles,
but rather to help the economy recover if and when those bubbles burst.367 Greenspan’s
speech was a form of endorsement of the Efficient Market Hypothesis and it expressed the
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belief that market prices are always accurate and should not be corrected or regulated by any
government intervention.368
Taken as a whole, these three examples of paradigm shifts in U.S. politics that directly
preceded Bill Clinton’s presidency in the 1990s cultivated a beneficial environment for Wall
Street’s rising political power. These paradigm shifts did not directly cause the rising
influence of the financial sector, but they created a setting that was favorable for Wall Street’s
increased influence in economic policy-making.

5.3 Finance on the Rise
One possible, and somewhat obvious, explanation for Wall Street’s rising political power in
the 1990s is that the financial sector was getting bigger and thus gaining more importance in
the national economy. The financial sector began to grow dramatically from around 1980 as a
consequence of financial innovation, changing economic policies and the turn to a freemarket policy doctrine, and the gradual deregulation of the financial services industry.
Whether one measures the financial services sector by its share of gross domestic product
(GDP), by quantity of financial assets, by employment, or by average wages, it has grown
tremendously since 1980.369 The financial sector’s share of GDP in the U.S. increased at a
faster rate since 1980 that it did in the prior 30 years.370 Looking at the assets held by the
financial sector, the image is even more dramatic. In 1980, the value of total financial assets
in the U.S. was around five times U.S. GDP and this ratio had doubled by 2007.371
The increased size of the financial sector in the national economy is a central element
in financialization theory. As discussed in Chapter 1, ‘financialization’ refers to the increased
impact of finance and financial markets to the workings of the economy, both on a
microeconomic and macroeconomic level. Epstein (2005) defines financialization as “the
increasing role of financial motives, financial markets, financial actors and financial
institutions in the operation of the domestic and international economies.”372 It is trend that
began towards the end of the 1970s and has only intensified in the decades since.
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There are a number of different approaches to the concept of financialization. One
approach is to view financialization as a new regime of accumulation, in the same vein as
post-industrialism and post-Fordism.373 This approach focuses on the fact that since the
1970s, American corporations have increasingly derived profits from financial activities,
leading to increased GDP share for the financial sector.374 Moreover, non-financial
corporations have increased payments to the financial sector through interest payments,
dividends payments, and share buy-backs.375 Financialization as a new regime of
accumulation stresses the movement away from the postwar economy based on production
and trade of goods to an economy built largely on intangible, financial assets.376 It can been
described as a shift away from industrial capitalism to finance capitalism, and with that shift
came a significant increase in both economic and political power held by the financial sector.
The way I analyze financialization in this thesis is most firmly grounded in this approach, but
there are also different aspects of financialization that are relevant to the rise of Wall Street’s
political power in the 1990s.
One such aspect is the approach that Van der Zwan (2014) calls “financialization of
the everyday,” and it entails the increased involvement of ordinary citizens in financial
markets.377 There is an important body of work within financialization studies that focus on
the rise of the citizen as an investor. Financial markets have become increasingly important
to the daily activity of American households in the past 40 years.378 Rapidly rising household
debt-income ratios over the past three decades is one indication of this.379 Palley (2008) called
increased volume of debt since around 1979 the defining feature of financialization.380 Since
that time, financial sector corporate debt grew, non-financial sector corporate debt grew, and
household sector debt grew faster than all other sectors.381 In addition to debt, households
were increasingly connected to financial markets through investment in pension and college
funds, as well as greater access to credit.382
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Studies on financialization of the everyday has typically looked at projects and
schemes that target low-income and middle-class households for incorporation into financial
markets. This happens through participation in pension plans, home mortgages, consumer
credit, and other mass-marketed financial products.383 The result is an “encroachment of
finance into the realms of everyday life” and a shift towards financial markets providing
people with their basic needs.384 Financialization of households and citizens can be
understood as a democratizing process, making investment and financial markets available to
people from all walks of life and not just an elite class. On the other hand, it also increases
vulnerability in the event of collapse in financial markets, as experienced with the bursting of
the dot-com bubble in the early 2000s and with the subprime mortgage crisis a few years
later.
Lastly, financialization is often seen as an inherent part of both globalization and
neoliberalism.385 The hegemonic position of finance in many developed economies is here
understood as a part of the internationalization of capital and the globalization of markets.386
Duménil and Lévy (2005) go as far as to claim that finance is what propelled neoliberalism
and the internationalization of capital, not the other way around. “It is finance that dictates its
forms and contents in the new stage of internationalization; it is not internationalization or
globalization that create the insuperable necessity for the present evolution of capitalism.”387
While I do not take such a definite stand, I agree that it is important to see financialization as
related but somewhat different phenomenon than globalization or neoliberalism, and
something that fuels and enhances globalization and neoliberalism as opposed merely to being
a product of it. The move towards an equity-based economy and financial capitalism
strengthens the political position of the financial sector as an interest group relative to other
sectors, and it is aided by the larger political goals of internationalism, globalization, and free
market policy doctrine.

The special place of business
Even before the age of financialization, the importance of business, enterprises, and
corporations in the U.S economy and in policy-making has long been recognized. In the
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theoretical tradition of interest group theory, there are several key theorists who recognized
the special place of business interests in American politics. Group theorist David Truman
(1951) acknowledged that business interests have been privileged over time. He felt that this
was an earned position due to the contribution of business to American prosperity.388
“Inequalities in the opportunities open to groups,” he argued, “[…] depend in large part on the
structures and values of a given society.”389 Given that the achievements of the business
sector in America are particularly valued, it was only natural in his view that business
interests are proportionately valued in the political process. He went on to argue that the
“favoured position of business groups is furthered by the existence of an economic system
under which businessmen’s confidence and expectations are of crucial importance to the
health of the economy.”390
Lindblom (1977) took this idea further when he examined financial corporations as
dominant economic and political entities in the American system and in other capitalist, or
market-oriented, systems.391 His argument was that politics are biased towards business
interests because of the role business plays in economic growth. Governments depend on a
successful economy for both popularity and legitimacy. Therefore, business interests weigh
more heavily in policy-making in order to ensure economic growth and voter support.
When Truman and Lindblom discussed business interests in the 1950s and 1970s,
respectively, financialization had not yet become the phenomenon it is today. The business
sector to them was primarily manufacturing and production. As we have seen, the financial
sector began to surpass traditional manufacturing and trade in the 1980s and have continued
to soar in relation to the real sector, making financial sector interests a separate interest group
of its own.

Financialization in the 1990s
By the turn of the millennium, finance and banking in the U.S. had gone through a
transformation. The financial sector was no longer a distinct and separate entity in the
economic system in the U.S. It was engrained in, and connected to, every aspect of the
national economy, and its impact stretched from individual households to macroeconomic
policy-making in the White House.
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Engelen (2008) found that the earliest publications with ‘financiali(z/s)ation’ in their
title date from 1999, with a steady stream of contributions in the form of books and journal
articles emerging in the 2000s.392 This suggests that a wave of observers were unable to find
the answer to the rise of the financial sector’s power in existing conceptual frameworks and
began to look for new concepts after the Clinton era. Furthermore, the concept of
financialization has been used in a variety of academic disciplines, including political science,
economics, sociology, anthropology, and geography since the late 1990s.393 The range of
topics and areas of study that financialization has been used to conceptualize illustrated how
far-reaching the transformation has been.
In summary, finance had arrived at a level of significance in the 1990s that reached
beyond the financial sector itself. From the citizen as an investor and a participant in financial
markets to the worth of financial assets in the national GDP, finance was no longer a separate
entity in the U.S. economy. The process of financialization meant that finance came to
dominate other activities in the economy, and finance became the primary engine for
accumulation and economic growth. By the time Clinton left office in 2000, the U.S.
economy was to a large extent equity-based. As a consequence, equity markets and the
financial sector reached new levels of significance, influence, and political power.
Recognizing the rise of modern finance and the financialization of the U.S. economy since the
1970s is an integral aspect to understanding how Wall Street amassed political power in the
1990s. There are, however, several other contributing factors to consider.

5.4 Different Forms of Capital
When President Ronald Reagan took office in 1980, the general wave towards deregulation
that had begun with Jimmy Carter (primarily in airlines, trucking, and railroads) turned into a
crusade. Reagan was adamant about protecting personal freedom and liberty through
minimizing government. As he famously stated in his inaugural address, “government is not
the solution to the problem; government is the problem.”394 This line would set the tone for
his economic agenda.
Reagan went to work on deregulation of the financial sector, beginning with lifting
constraints on the savings and loans (S&L) industry. When he left the White House in 1988,
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however, his financial deregulation agenda was still unfinished. Despite all of the financial
deregulation attempts in the 1970s and 1980s, Wall Street did not yet have a strong enough
foothold in the corridors of Congress or in the White House to be able to get their most
desired legislation through. What they most desired was a repeal of Glass-Steagall, the
cornerstone of the banking reform in the 1930s. As we have seen, the 1990s would be the
decade Wall Street was finally able to obtain instrumental political power.
In their 2010 book 13 Bankers, Simon Johnson and James Kwak argued that Wall
Street was able to do this by using three different types of capital: traditional capital (i.e.
campaign spending and lobbying expenditures), cultural capital (the spread of Wall Street
ideology), and human capital (the so-called revolving door; the process in which Wall Street
veterans come to Washington to take positions at various levels of the federal governed and
are thus able to shape policy).395 I will use the term ‘capital of knowledge’ here instead so as
not to confuse it with the discussion on human capital in the 1993 budget agreement from the
previous chapter.

Traditional capital: Campaign spending and lobbying expenditures
Money plays an important part in American electoral politics, and in the past three decades, it
has become increasingly expensive to run for federal office. Trends in campaign spending
show that there has been a dramatic increase in spending since 1980, and the financial sector
has been a leading contributor to political campaigns.396 In congressional elections, the total
amount of money increased more than 600 percent from $372.5 million in 1980 to $2.6
billion in 2012, accounting for inflation. In presidential elections, the increase is even more
drastic; the total amount of money raised and spent increased more than 1200 percent from
$225 million in 1980 to nearly $3 billion in 2012.397 Campaign spending and lobbying
expenditures by the financial sector – often referred to as the FIRE (finance, insurance, and
real estate) sector in this context – rose sharply in the 1990s. The FIRE sector more than
doubled its contributions to campaigns in election cycles during the 1990s, from $70.5 million
in 1990 to more than $160 million in the 1998 mid-term elections.398 The sector is by far the
largest source of camping contributions to federal candidates and parties.
395
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The Center for Responsive Politics offers comprehensible data on lobbying and
campaign funding trends over time. The FIRE sector was the highest contributing sector in
lobbying expenditures every year from 1998 to 2005.399 In total volume, there is no sector
historically speaking that has spent more on lobbying than the FIRE-sector.400 The issues that
attract the most amount of lobbying effort from the sector are those that have to do with taxes
and regulation of financial instruments, such as derivatives. In the 1990s, the rising
contributions from the financial sector coincided with the successful deregulatory campaign,
and members of Congress were quick to sponsor legislation that was on the wish list of the
financial sector.401
Traditional capital, however, does not fully explain Wall Street’s growing political
power. Despite the fact that Wall Street had more money to pour into campaign spending and
lobbying, the financial services industry had no other particular advantage over other
industries in this regard. Moreover, many important policy-makers and appointees in
Washington do not accept campaign money, such as the chairman of the Federal Reserve.
While lobbying expenditures to members of Congress might make an impact on legislation, it
is the federal branch that translates legislation into regulations. These regulations are enforced
by the Treasury Department and by regulatory agencies and administration officials.402 It is
therefore necessary to look beyond traditional capital to understand the source of Wall
Street’s power.

Capital of Knowledge: The complexity issue
Another source of the financial sector’s growing political power was its ability to place its
people in key positions in government.403 One of the consequences of financial innovation
was that as the financial markets became increasingly complex, it created an urgent demand
for financial expertise in key positions in regulatory institutions. Some even go so far as to
argue that the modern financial markets and instruments are to some degree purposely
designed to reach a level of complexity that ensures no regulatory agency or effort could
stand a chance at understanding them, and much less regulating them.404 Whether or not the
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innovators at Wall Street had this purpose in mind is up for discussion, but it is apparent that
the federal government needed the financial expertise of Wall Street insiders in a way they
had not done prior to the financial innovation revolution.
The balance between Washington and Wall Street shifted, and the complex nature of
modern finance led to a culture where only those with trade-specific expertise were allowed to
comment.405 In order to stay informed and be qualified to pass and interpret legislation
concerning finance, Washington had to recruit people from Wall Street. This created a
revolving door from Wall Street to Washington, and frequently back again to Wall Street. It
resulted in a culture in which important decisions on financial regulation – and even
macroeconomic policy as whole – were made by people who agreed with and adhered to Wall
Street’s view of the world.406
For the most part, Wall Street stayed out of the legislative process itself (barring
lobbying efforts and expenditures), but its experts were increasingly needed and valued in
federal agencies. It made sense for the financial industry to insert their people in key positions
in regulatory agencies (such as the Federal Reserve, the SEC, and the CFTC) and in the White
House administration (in positions such as Treasury Secretary with his/her deputies and the
National Economic Council).407 Likewise, it made sense for the Clinton administration to
populate regulatory agencies and his economic team with financiers or at least people with
background in finance because they knew how the financial markets and Wall Street operated.
This recruitment of bankers and financiers to Washington was not a new phenomenon,
but in the 1990s and later in the 2000s, the revolving door looked a little different than before.
Because the financial services industry had changed, the types of financiers that moved
between Wall Street and Washington changed. Before the financial innovation revolution, it
was mostly bank managers of traditional commercial or investment banks that were sent to
Washington. By the 1990s, it was mostly people from newer, riskier, and more profitable
firms who went through the revolving door.408 Being a bank manager was no longer
qualification enough to go to Washington and give advice on economic policy-making; one
should ideally be a specialist in the new risky and cutting-edge financial instruments. This
was a reflection of modern Wall Street and the rising complexity of new financial instruments
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and markets. The level of complexity and specialization changed the balance of power
between economic policy-makers who came from long careers of civil service and insiders of
modern Wall Street.409 As policy questions became more complex and technical, expertise in
the new financial instruments and markets of Wall Street became important in a much bigger
way than before.
Several political scientist and theorists have warned about the potential negative
consequences of this revolving door and the need for trade-specific expertise in regulatory
areas of government. A question that has been posed and discussed for decades is what harm
can potentially be done to public interests when representatives of private interests begin to
dominate certain areas of policy-making.
Theodore Lowi (1969, 1977) blamed the increased specialization in certain industries
for the prevalence of special interests in federal agencies in the 1970s. Lowi’s main
observation was that policy was no longer made in Congress as the U.S. Constitution
intended; his concern was that as policy-making was being delegated to the administrative
agencies of the executive branch, it violated the design and intent of the Constitution. This
happened because Congress lacked the specialized expertise and understanding of complexity
that was needed to regulate. To solve this problem, he argued, Congress delegated authority to
the administrative agencies that could work with the industry’s interest groups in order to
translate legislation.
In a 1971 article, George Stigler built on Lowi’s observation of an increasingly biased
system of pluralism by launching an influential theory of “regulatory capture.” Stigler took on
the dilemma of whether regulators will enforce rules that are in the best public interest, even
though they may harm the interests of the industry they’re overseeing, or whether they will be
“captured” by that industry and design regulations for its benefit.410 Though he never used the
precise term in his article, regulatory capture has become more or less synonymous with
Stigler’s influential article “Theory of Economic Regulations.”
Before Stigler’s article, there was a general idea that regulation was designed to fix
market failures in order to advance the overall public interest. Stigler reputed this, arguing
instead that regulation is a product like any other that exists in the marketplace. The article
and its subsequent academic debate challenged economists to rethink not only regulations, but
also regulators themselves. It encouraged the field of economists to analyze regulatory
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behavior in the same way they would analyze producer and consumer behavior.411 Stigler’s
central thesis, though it has been criticized for its generality, was that, “as a rule, regulation is
acquired by the industry and is designed and operated primarily for its benefit.”412 Stigler’s
theory has been refined and expanded by Posner (1974) and Peltzman (1976), and it has
generated a massive body of research.413
In their 2010 book Guardians of Finance, James Barth, Gerard Caprio and Ross
Levine compare regulatory bias to the home field advantage in sports. They refer to studies
showing the systematic biases of officials, referees and umpires in favor of the home team as
a result of the home crowd. For regulatory officials, they argue, the financial services industry
is the home crowd. Regulators have often recently worked for the financial industry sector
and are likely to be going to work there again soon. As a consequence, they identify with the
community of the industry that envelops them and regulators therefore possess a certain bias.
The authors point out that this does not mean regulators are corrupt and that they succumb to
pressures from the community as a rule. Nevertheless, the “conformity” concept in social
psychology suggests that people tend to be social animals that often wish to fit into their
communities.414 The only way to eliminate this bias, the authors argue, is to institutionally
reform the structure of financial regulation.415
Let us consider the Clinton administration in the 1990s in light of regulatory capture
theory. First, we have seen that Clinton chose to populate his economic team with fiscally
conservative advisors after winning the election and he recruited several Wall Street
financiers. Robert Rubin was co-chair at Goldman Sachs investment firm; Arthur Levitt (who
was appointed chairman of the SEC in 1993) came from a career on Wall Street; and several
other deputies and advisors in the economic team and in the Treasury also came from Wall
Street, such as Roger Altman, Frank Newman, Lee Sachs and Gary Gensler to name a few.416
Clinton knew how important the economic contribution Wall Street made to the national GDP
was, and it was therefore important to him to have individuals with Wall Street expertise in
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his administration. A consequence of that was arguably that he “severed the link with his
voters,” as one advisor stated, and immediately after the election began to develop more Wall
Street-friendly policies.
Moreover, Born’s attempt to regulate the derivatives market and the massive
pushback from the other regulatory entities in government illustrate how strong the Wall
Street worldview had become in Washington in the 1990s. The regulatory agencies and
offices of economic policy-making had become something of an echo chamber, regurgitating
the same logic of self-regulating and free markets over and over again with no room for
opposing views on regulation and the potential vulnerability of financial markets.
Lastly, Rubin’s Citigroup maneuver is interesting in light of regulatory capture theory
and the revolving door between Wall Street and Washington. Rubin lobbied for deregulation
that would allow Citigroup to exist and then accepted a top position at that firm immediately
after it was clear that the legislation would pass. It begs the question of whether his priorities
as a regulator were with the public interest or with private interests. It also sheds light on the
question of whether these revolving door government officials see their future careers in
public office or back on Wall Street. If it is the latter, one may wonder to what extent that
shapes the kind of policy-making they pursue.
Regulatory capture and regulatory bias does not necessarily equal de-regulation. It is
not uncommon for industries to see regulation as a tool to curtail competition. Kolko (1966)
demonstrated this point in his account of railroad regulation from 1877 to 1916. Kolko argued
that historians had falsely assumed that the railroad industry opposed federal regulation in the
age of Progressivism. Conversely, he found that the railroad industry were eager for the
government to establish control over rates and competition.417 “Railroads, not the farmers and
shippers [as historians had tended to presume], were the most important single advocates of
federal regulation from 1877 to 1916,” he asserted.418
Likewise, the banking industry in the U.S. had previously advocated for federal
regulation. Small banks in the U.S. have historically fought to maintain and even extend
restrictions and regulations of branching and mergers. Small banks have been the main
winners of anti-branching laws (that were in place up until the 1970s) since these laws
protected them from competition from larger and more efficient banks.419 As a last point in
417
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this discussion of regulatory capital and regulatory capture, it is therefore interesting to
compare the processes of securing both the Glass-Steagall Act in 1933 and its repeal with the
Financial Services Modernization Act in 1999. In both cases, the banking and financial
services industry lobbied in favor of the legislation.
In 1933, the separation of commercial banks and investment banks would allow other
banks to compete with the Morgan bank by forcing it to choose which of the two arms of the
company it would keep. This is how President Roosevelt was able to gain the support from
the bankers on Wall Street to enact the banking reform; it was in Wall Street’s best interest to
dismantle the monopoly-like position of the House of Morgan. Had this not been the case, it is
uncertain whether Roosevelt would have been able to enact banking reform purely in the best
interest of the public.420 Regulation, in this case, would foster healthy competition and
minimize the bank that had almost a monopoly on the financial services industry.
In 1999, on the other hand, Wall Street considered deregulation and mergers of
financial services institutions to be in their best interest. Rather than being concerned about a
potential monopoly of one financial institution within U.S. borders, Wall Street was
increasingly worried about the hegemonic position of the U.S. financial markets in the global
economy. Emerging markets in Asia were becoming engines of growth and accumulation, and
through the Maastricht Treaty of 1992, the EU had committed to creating one monetary
market through the adoption of Euro by 1999.421 Above all, by the 1990s the new financial
instruments and new financial markets that had been created in the 1970s were proving to be
goldmines. In order to secure the payoff from this these complex transactions and contracts of
intangible assets, the financial sector needed to ensure that they were not restricted or
regulated. The sector also wanted to be able to use all its capital holdings in these ventures,
both from commercial banking and investment banking, and thus benefit from the FDIC
insurance. In the 1990s, deregulation of the financial services industry was the best way to
ensure both the accumulation of profits and the global position of Wall Street.
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Cultural capital: Rebranding Wall Street
The revolving door between Wall Street and Washington fostered development of personal
relationships between policy makers and financiers to an even higher degree than before. As a
result of their access to policy makers, the Wall Street worldview spread in Washington. The
consensus was that Wall Street and modern finance was the true north of economic growth,
and those who disagreed and tried to enforce stronger regulation (such as Brooksley Born)
were marginalized and pushed out.
The question then is why and how the Wall Street consensus came to be accepted in
Washington. It is one thing to be able to influence policy-making through money; that is,
campaign spending and lobbying expenditures. It helps if you have your own people in key
positions in government who can translate legislation and battle both regulation and
deregulation that benefit your industry. These two sources of power alone gave Wall Street
substantial political influence in the 1990s.
The third source of power that aided Wall Street’s transformation into a powerful
political force was that Washington believed in what Wall Street was selling. This can be
called Wall Street’s cultural capital, and it increased dramatically towards the end of the
twentieth century. This cultural capital had several dimensions. The public’s perception of
Wall Street changed, Washington’s perception of what Wall Street could achieve – especially
in supporting measures to increase homeownership – changed, the culture within the banking
and finance community changed, and Wall Street began attracting the best and the brightest
from the nation’s top universities.
The increasingly positive image of Wall Street in Washington derived from several
contexts. The industries of banking and finance in the U.S. was in many ways reinvented and
modernized from the 1970s and onwards. The financial innovation movement created new
markets and new instruments for generating profits, and stock market activity rose sharply.
Finance and banking changed from a boring industry to a cutting-edge exciting industry in
both the public eye and in the eyes of Washington. Even though suspicion of bankers
remained high in much of the country, the financial services industry created a new image for
themselves where it mattered: on elite academic campuses, in the business and financial
media, in think tanks, and in Washington.422
Johnson and Kwak (2010) made an interesting argument that part of the reason was
the discourse around ‘innovation’ in the United States. They called it an “ambiguously
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positive word” in the English language, one that is almost exclusively associated with growth,
creativity, resourcefulness, and progress for most Americans.423 As the language of
innovation was widely used by Wall Street to talk about modern finance, it popularized the
idea that financial innovation should be celebrated. Financial innovation was presented as the
same thing as technological innovation and discussed in the same way. Technological
innovation, from electricity to steam boats and railroads to military weapons to computer
science, had done nothing but good things for the U.S. economy over the course of history.424
Using ‘innovation’ as discursive tool in the conversation around modern finance thus helped
the Wall Street ideology plant roots in Washington. In reality, however, increasing
complexity is not the same thing as innovation, and there is no scientific or economic rule that
states that all types of financial innovation benefit society.425
Another possible explanation for why the Wall Street ideology was so wholeheartedly
accepted in Washington is the long-lasting American ideal of homeownership. Wall Street
borrowed heavily from this enduring aspect of the American Dream in order to justify their
practices. After all, they were helping ordinary Americans buy homes. There is a certain
ideology of homeownership that assumes homeownership is intrinsically good; that it is a
measure of financial and social mobility, of independence, and of self-reliance. Owning
property has been one of the most enduring tenets of the American ethos.
Wall Street was able to capitalize on this ethos. The financial innovations of private
mortgage-backed securities in the late 1970s and subprime mortgage lending in the 1990s and
2000s are examples of this.426 Securitization involves pooling together cash flows from assets,
such as mortgages, and turning them into tradable bonds.427 The interest returns on a single
mortgage can be unpredictable as a cash flow for bank, but when bundled together with
hundreds of other mortgages, the cash flow becomes more predictable and attractive to buy.
Mortgage securitization took off in the late 1990s and early 2000s and it fundamentally
shifted the way banking and finance was done. A loan used to be relationship between a bank
and a borrower, but securitization shifts debt from a relationship with a bank to a complex and
abstract connection to the financial markets. It is another example of how ordinary borrowers
and households became involved in the process of financialization.428
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Subprime mortgage lending had been around for decades, but it took off during the
housing boom in the 2000s.429 It is the practice of giving high-cost loans to people without
verifying their ability to pay them off. It was an attractive system for lenders during the
housing boom in the early 2000s because they assumed the housing prices would continue to
rise and thus leave them with valuable collateral in case of default.430 Subprime lending
combined with securitization decreased the risk held by banks and the buyers of the securities,
and the payoff from interest returns promised a steady stream of profits for decades. While
subprime lending looked an awful lot like predatory lending, the investment banks justified
their activity of buying and securitizing mortgages on the basis of promoting homeownership
and aiding lower-income families to reach this aspect of the American dream.431
At the same time, one of President Clinton’s key economic strategies was expansion
of homeownership. The Clinton administration set a goal of 67.5 percent homeownership at a
time when the homeownership rate was at 65 percent. The Department of Housing and Urban
Development mandated that the government-sponsored enterprises that provided funding for
the mortgage market, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, had to devote increasingly higher
percentages of their funding to low- and moderate-income households.432 This endeavor thus
fueled the financial sector’s incentive for expanding mortgage-backed securities trading and
overall lending.
Another way Wall Street increased its cultural capital in the 1990s was that the public
image of the financial industry changed. In the last two decades of the twentieth century, Wall
Street culture was increasingly viewed as something exhilarating and seductive. Popular
culture no doubt helped spur this change, with box-office hits such as Wall Street (1987),
Trading Places (1983), The Devil’s Advocate (1997), and bestselling books such as The
Bonfire of the Vanities (Tom Wolfe, 1987) and Liar’s Poker (Michael Lewis, 1989). Most of
these accounts, whether fictional or true, were meant as cautionary tales, but the effect was
often the opposite. It created a new image for Wall Street, one in which financiers were now
seen as exciting, ultra-masculine, successful, and ambitious people.433
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This new image was a sharp contrast to the era of the 3-6-3 rule. While traditional
banking was considered boring, being a bond trader on New Wall Street was become
increasingly seductive. Sjöberg (2000) argued that merely the attention given to Wall Street
market actors created an “exclusive club” element to Wall Street, and this inevitably leads to
certain people being drawn to it. Whether due to popular movies or just the expertise
attributed to Wall Street bankers in the news media, the public attention turned bankers into
role models for a large number of people.434
An obvious contributing factor to the seductive nature of modern Wall Street was the
money. Finance had become a high-paying profession, and the culture of bonuses and
executive compensations no doubt helped increase its popularity with the job-seeking elite.
Wall Street began to attract graduates of the top universities, and finance became a prestigious
and coveted profession.435 Between 1969 and 1974, only 6 percent of Harvard graduates went
into the financial services industry. In 2006, that number had risen to 28 percent.436
Philippon and Reshef (2012) have compared wages and compensations in the financial
services industry to the rest of the private sector in a long-term perspective. They found that
the finance industry was a high-skill and high-wage industry from 1909 to 1930 and then a
dramatic shift occurred in the second half of the 1930s after the banking reform under the
Roosevelt administration. By “high skill,” the authors refer to the level of education and
complexity of tasks performed, which is measured by the Directory of Occupational Titles
(DOT) index using five vectors of task intensities.437 In the next three decades, during the
‘boring banking’ era of tight regulations, the compensations and specialized skill intensity
was similar in finance to the rest of the private sector. From 1980 and onwards, the financial
services industry once again became a high-skill and high-wage industry.438 This is not
surprising considering the new financial instruments (such as securitization, risk arbitrage,
and derivatives) that were developed in the 1970s and onwards which required a higher level
of skill and specialization.
Moreover, Phillippon and Reshef found a tight link between deregulation and the flow
of highly skilled and specialized labor in and out of the finance industry. They found that
highly skilled labor left the financial services industry in the wake of Depression-era
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regulations, and then swiftly returned precisely when these regulations were removed in the
1980s and 1990s.439 Deregulation of the financial services industry appears to attract skilled
workers, whether because of the possibilities for creativity or the increased wages and
compensations. Up until 1980, earning profiles in finance were similar to profiles in the rest
of the economy, but the ratio had increased by almost 10 percent by 2000.440 This rise in
earnings coincides with the steady dismantling of the regulatory framework for the financial
services industry.
The cultural capital of Wall Street thus increased in several key ways after around
1980. The discourse around financial innovation helped present the financial sector as a
cutting edge sector that was aiding U.S. growth and prowess in the same way technological
and industrial innovation had since the birth of the nation. Wall Street was able to use the
ideal of homeownership – as a reflection of individualism, success, and upward social
mobility – to justify and promote the modern financial instruments and markets to the
government and to the public. The image of Wall Street was rebranded through books and
films in popular culture, and the many cautionary tales were inadvertently turning morally
corrupt fictional Wall Street brokers into the idols for a number of people in the yuppie
generation. As the slow and steady dismantling of the Depression-era regulations began in the
1980s, Wall Street began to attract the best and the brightest from elite universities. Highly
skilled labor returned to the industry as wages and compensations began to soar relative to the
rest of the private sector. These factors all coincided with the growing acceptance of
neoliberalism and free-market capitalism as a political doctrine in Washington. At the heart of
all these forces at work were the policy-makers themselves who believed strongly that the
strength and the value of the financial markets was a direct indicator of the strength of the
U.S. economy.

5.5 The Legacy of the Economic Experts of the 1990s
The story of economic policy in the 1990s and the way placating Wall Street become
increasingly politically critical is in many ways a story about the people whose advice and
opinions Clinton chose to trust. Of all the people who migrated from Wall Street to
Washington in the 1990s, Robert Rubin is arguably the most important. When Rubin was
appointed Treasury Secretary in 1995, he became the administration’s primary economic
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policymaker. After the Democratic Party lost their majority in Congress in the 1994 mid-term
elections, Rubin favored a continuation of the pro-business centrist course for the
administration as opposed to turning to a more populist leftist course. As President Clinton
sided with Rubin, the Democratic Party’s transformation into a market-, business-, and Wall
Street-friendly party was confirmed.441 Rubin’s ascendency to Treasury Secretary by 1995
signaled to Wall Street that the Clinton administration would be sympathetic to its interests,
and that Wall Street could count on the support of Democrats and not just Republicans.
The transformation of the financial sector into a risk-taking, high-skill, high-profit
industry was well underway before Rubin entered public policy in 1993. The paradigm shift
in the regulatory regime in government had also begun before Rubin, and the Wall Street
ideology of self-regulating free markets was already becoming deeply engrained in
Washington. Even so, the influence Rubin had on economic policymaking in the Democratic
Party should not be ignored or underestimated. Rubin was the most important person to come
through the revolving door from Wall Street in the 1990s, due in large part to his influence on
economic policy in the last half of the 1990s.442 But he would also be important for economic
policy for decades after his tenure in public policy through the generation of Democratic
policymakers he mentored.443 These Democrats were sympathetic to his pro-business and
market-oriented views and many of them kept these views relevant in policymaking for years
to come.
Rubin’s top two protégées were Larry Summers and Timothy Geithner, both of whom
went on become leading economic policymakers after the Clinton administration. While they
were not recruited from Wall Street, they largely adopted Rubin’s view on economic and
financial issues. Larry Summers was deputy Treasury Secretary under Rubin, went on to
become Treasury Secretary when Rubin resigned to work for Citigroup, and later headed the
National Economic Council under the Obama administration. Summers remains a respected
economist, but has come under criticism several times during his career.444 In 2006, Summers
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went to work for a Wall Street hedge fund earning a sizable salary of $5 million, while also
earning around $2.7 million in speaking fees from megabanks such as Goldman Sachs,
Citigroup, Lehman Brothers and JPMorgan Chase.445 In 2008, Summers was appointed head
of the NEC under the Obama administration. Summers was then in charge of advising
President Obama on how to handle the troubled financial industry – which Summers was still
receiving financial compensation from.446 Summers received plenty of criticism for this, but
the Obama administration stood by him.
Tim Geithner was a career civil servant who became a top mentee of Rubin’s.
Geithner shared Rubin’s view on the beneficial nature of financial innovation and free
markets for the U.S. economy as a whole.447 Geithner went on to become President of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and later Treasury Secretary in the Obama
administration. He had authority over the second tranche of the Emergency Economic
Stabilization Act of 2008, commonly referred to as the government bailout, following the
subprime mortgage crisis. When he left the Obama administration in 2013, he turned to Wall
Street and took a position at private-equity firm Warburg Pincus.448
Geithner and Summers are the two most famous of Rubin’s protégées, but there are
several other followers of “Rubinomics” that have continued to shape economic policy in the
U.S. after Rubin himself left public office. Rubin founded a centrist study group at the
Brookings Institution called the Hamilton Project, which has served as a stepping stone for
several rising economic policy specialist that went on to work in the Obama administration.449
In the economic elite in Washington of the late 1990s, Alan Greenspan was the only
person who exceeded Robert Rubin in stature. As a true believer in the ideology of free
markets, financial innovation, and deregulation, Greenspan was inherently friendly towards
the financial sector and he devoted his position to advocacy for his beliefs within the
Washington establishment. For almost two decades, the Federal Reserve was led by a man
who had no interest in regulating financial markets and who, in his own words, had entered
public policy to “engage in efforts in advance free-market capitalism as an insider.”450
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Greenspan’s views became something like dogma on the Board of Governors at the
Federal Reserve and to economic policymakers in Washington. To question his views and
beliefs, like Born did in 1998, meant being marginalized as someone who simply did not
understand modern finance and its potential. Chief economist at the International Monetary
Fund, Raghuram Rajan, received the same treatment in 2005 at an annual gathering of the
world’s top economists and central bankers in Jackson Hole, Wyoming.451 Rajan presented a
paper asking whether deregulation and innovation had increased rather than decreased risk in
the financial system. His findings were that it did increase risk, specifically through incentive
structures that generated enormous cash profits for successful risky investments and no
penalty for losses on risky investments.452 Rajan was met by a tidal wave of attacks by
Greenspan defenders including Fed vice chair David Kohn and Larry Summers.453 “Summers
was vocal,” Rajan recalled of the discussion after his presentation, in interviews for the 2010
documentary Inside Job: “Essentially, he accused me of being a Luddite.”454 Even the chief
economist at the IMF could not disagree with Greenspan’s economic position prior to the
2007-2008 financial crisis without an onslaught of critique.

5.6 Conclusion
Altogether, the 1990s were a time of ideological groupthink in Washington when it came to
economic issues. On both sides of the political aisle, deregulation and financial innovation
was considered to be a proven successful strategy for the ensuring the strength of the bond
market and the growth of the economy. Any opposing views were met with deaf ears and
political pushback. Wall Street had friends and former coworkers embedded in the
administration and in the regulatory agencies, it had allies in the central banking institutions,
and it had millions of dollars flowing into the legislative branch in the form of campaign
money for every election cycle. Between Wall Street and the top economic policy-makers in
Washington, an echo chamber of beliefs in self-regulating and free markets was created.
Through the legacies and protégées of Rubin and Greenspan, both the Republican and
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Democratic Party continued on the same economic policy path in the following one and half
decade, only slightly affected by the global financial crisis.
The 1990s was the decade when financialization reached a turning point in the U.S.
Wall Street’s rising political power in 1990s was enabled by the confluence of supportive
ideology that emerged in the 1980s and soon spread to both sides of the political aisle; the
creation of new financial instruments that revitalized and rebranded Wall Street and required
specialized skill and knowledge; the revolving door between Wall Street and Washington,
which gave the financial sector an element of home field advantage and bias in the regulatory
agencies; and the influential advocacy of the decade’s top economic policy makers.
The regulatory and legal framework that was put in place during the Great Depression
could no longer contain the rising and continuously evolving financial sector. By tearing
down barriers to interstate banking, foreign direct investment, global trade, and financial
innovation, the financial services industry in the Unites States had reached a point of
departure. Given the ways financial markets had changed since the 1930s, it is hard to
disagree with the consensus in the banking industry that modernization of the regulatory
framework was in fact needed. The problem with the attempt at “modernization” in the 1990s
(as many pundits, politicians, and social commentators have pointed out) was the failure to
create a new regulatory framework. Modernizing became, in effect, a process of dismantling.
The financial services industry had solidified their standing in the national economy and with
the Washington establishment, and by the turn of the millennium, had gained a level of
political power it had not been close to since before the crash of 1929.
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6 Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis has been to answer the question of how Wall Street was able to
translate economic power into political power in the 1990s. I have primarily looked at
liberalization of markets and the extent of regulation of the financial services industry as an
indicator of how much political power the sector holds. To this end, I have examined
structural changes in the U.S. economy, historical changes in the relationship between the
federal government and the financial sector, the rise of financialization as the intersection of
political, economic, and sociocultural processes, the revolving door between Wall Street and
Washington, and the emergence of a political ideology of self-regulating free markets that
became hegemonic by the 1990s. The decade of the 1990s was critical and I have also
examined the Clinton administration in detail in order to understand why the most
comprehensive and far-reaching financial deregulation efforts of the twentieth century broke
occurred at that juncture in time. This dual focus on both long-term historical processes and
the Clinton administration aims to explain both, (1) structural changes in American political,
economic and cultural attitudes towards the financial sector over time, and (2) how these
structural paradigm shifts shaped political conversations, conflicts, and policy-making during
the Clinton presidency.
Chapter 2 provided a historical look at the creation of a banking system in the U.S.
and the origins of the banking reform of the 1930s. In order to understand why such extensive
regulatory reform was called for in the U.S., I discussed what I consider to be the most crucial
junctures in economic policy up until WWII in terms of the financial sector’s role in the
national economy. I discussed the competing visions of Thomas Jefferson and Alexander
Hamilton on how the U.S. economy should grow and what the role of banking institutions
should be, and how this enduring dichotomy in cultural attitudes has resurfaced at different
times. I examined the long process of creating a central banking system, through the First and
Second Bank of the United States, and paid special attention to the period between 1836 and
1913 when the U.S. lacked a central bank. It was period marked by severe economic cycles of
boom and bust. Without a central bank acting as the lender of last resort in downturns, the
void was filled by the most powerful financier on Wall Street at the time: J. Pierpont Morgan.
The Federal Reserve System was created in 1913, but it was still in its adolescence when the
Crash of 1929 hit and the nation slipped into a severe Depression. When President Franklin
D. Roosevelt took office in 1933, he made it his mission to reform the banking system and
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ensure that strict regulation of banks was put in place. The Glass-Steagall Act was the
cornerstone of FDR’s reform, and it entailed the separation of commercial banks dealing with
deposits and lending, and investment banks dealing with speculation, trading, and securities.
FDR was able to take advantage of the Pecora Hearings that had exposed fraudulent and
morally questionable practices at Wall Street for public and political support for reform. More
importantly, he was able to utilize the power struggle between the powerful Morgan Bank and
other big banks to gain support for reform from Wall Street. Separating the two arms of the
Morgan Banks would benefit other big banks on Wall Street because it would be easier for
them to compete with only one of the two arms of the Morgan Bank. The Glass-Steagall Act
was passed in 1933 and it rearranged the banking system in the U.S. The regulatory
framework of the Depression-era created the most stable banking system the U.S. had even
seen, and economic growth in the U.S. was steady and reliable in the midcentury from 1945
to the 1970s.
Chapter 3 discussed some of the key changes that happened from the 1970s that led to
deregulation of the financial sector. I reviewed the new role of the U.S. in the world economy
post-1945 and the increased focus on cross-border trade and economic cooperation. The
Bretton Woods system cemented the U.S. dollar as the world’s most valuable currency
through the gold exchange standard. By 1970, the amount of dollars held by international
central banks far exceeded the U.S. Treasury’s gold reserves, and this put the U.S. in a
vulnerable place in the event of a crisis in confidence. In 1971, President Nixon ended gold
convertibility and all currencies were left to float freely and find their market value. The
1970s was an economically tumultuous decade, and the U.S. experienced rising inflation rates
from around 1965 to 1982. The Great Inflation and the economic stagnation caused the
existing macroeconomic model of Keynesian fiscal and monetary policies and embedded
liberalism to erode. Moreover, there was a significant shift in the Federal Reserve’s dual
mandate to maximize employment and stabilize prices. Up until the 1970s, ensuring full
employment had generally been the priority. After the Volcker Shock in 1979, anti-inflation
measures took center stage and the Fed from then on took an active role in regulating money
supply in order to combat inflation. The chapter also considered new ways the financial sector
was able to turn profits and expand markets from the 1970s, and consequently strengthened
its position in the national economy. The financial sector underwent a transformation that was
propelled by the invention of new financial instruments and the increased immersion of
international financial markets. I discussed the role of the academic finance movement in
creating new mathematical models for profit accumulation, and in providing intellectual
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justification for financialization. Over time, the innovations in financial instruments and in
avenues for accumulation of capital in intangible assets catapulted a shift in the U.S. economy
from an economy built on production and manufacturing to an economy built to a large extent
on equity and financial assets. The financial innovation movement created a new financial
sector that had not been seen before. Wall Street transformed from an industry of “boring
banking” to a cutting-edge industry with new financial instruments that became the
moneymaking machines – and potential financial hazards – of the twenty-first century.
In chapter 4, I turned to the primary source-based analysis of Bill Clinton’s
presidency. The regulatory framework of the Depression-era was challenged by Wall Street
and its Washington allies in the last two decades of the twentieth century, and it was
practically dismantled by the time Bill Clinton left the White House in 2000. In order to
understand the changes that happened, I took a close look at certain events and processes that
shaped the course of President Clinton’s economic policy through a sample of personal
narratives. I chose to focus on three defining events. The first was the 1993 budget agreement
when there were two options available to Clinton. One was to uphold his campaign promises
of government spending in the form of investment in public services, infrastructure, and
human capital. The other was to abandon this strategy and instead make dramatic cuts in
spending to lower the federal deficit in an effort to soothe, stabilize, and gain the trust of
financial markets. The decision to prioritize the deficit signaled to all of Washington that
credibility with Wall Street would be the main priority for the Clinton administration. The
second defining event was the regulation of the derivatives market. CFTC chair Brooksley
Born’s suggested a political conversation around possibly regulating the dark market of
derivatives, and was met with overwhelming pushback. The White House, the Federal
Reserve, and most of Congress supported Wall Street on the issue and Born was ultimately
unsuccessful and left her job. This event illustrated how the belief in self-regulating free
markets had taken hold in both political parties, and in the majority of federal agencies that
were mandated to regulate the financial services industry. It was a massive political victory
for Wall Street, and it signaled that the government was on board with deregulation of the
financial sector. The third and last defining event discussed was the repeal of Glass-Steagall
through the Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999, which was long-desired by Wall
Street. The combination of a market-friendly White House and Federal Reserve, a trend of
financial deregulation that had begun in the 1980s and taken off with full speed in the 1990s,
and the potential of Europe regaining financial superpower status with a common currency all
worked in Wall Street’s favor. What was described as modernization of the Depression-era
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regulatory framework was in effect the dismantling of the 1933 Banking Reform, and it led to
increased diversification and conglomeration in the financial services industry.
Finally, chapter 5 offered an analysis of these events and processes from the 1990s in
light of larger structural forces at work in the U.S. I implemented several theoretical
frameworks in this analysis, including financialization theory, biased pluralism, and
regulatory capture theory. Moreover, I looked at paradigm shifts in the political climate, in the
Democratic Party, and in the regulatory regime that all developed since the 1970s and
altogether aided the financial sector’s rise as a powerful special interest group. In order to
explain the sector’s increased political power, I discussed the significance of the rise of
modern finance and the shift from industrial capitalism to financial capitalism; the turn to an
equity-based economy based on intangible assets as opposed to production, manufacturing,
and trade of goods. Moreover, the rise of Wall Street’s economic power from the 1970s led to
more capital available for lobbying and campaign expenditures. I argued that tradition capital
is not enough in itself, however, to gain a disproportionate amount of political power. I
therefore offered a number of possible sociocultural explanations that include the discourse
and social mores surrounding ‘innovation’ and homeownership in the United States, the
rebranding of Wall Street’s image through cultural mediums such as books and films, the
increasing popularity of the financial sector as a place of employment for graduates from elite
universities, and the return of Wall Street as a high-skill, high-wage place of work.
Importantly, the recruitment of industry experts to positions in government was prevalent in
the 1990s, whether it was in regulatory agencies or in the presidential administration. I
discussed this revolving door between Wall Street and Washington in light of Lowi’s biased
pluralism theory and Stigler’s regulatory capture theory, and considered how the revolving
door may incentivize regulators to design regulation for the financial sector’s benefit.

Main Findings
After having lived through the global financial crisis in 2008 and its aftermath, some of us are
perhaps inherently inclined to view the political decision to deregulate the financial services
industry in the 1990s through a critical lens. What I have found through analyzing primary
sources written long before the financial crisis is that the Clinton administration and Clinton’s
economic advisors were well aware of the power Wall Street and the financial markets held
over the government. There were strong concerns over the amount of leverage Wall Street
had over the administration from the very beginning, confirming that it is not simply in
hindsight that the amount of influence Wall Street had on economic policy-making appears
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problematic. The sources consulted were all clear on what the 1993 budget agreement and the
deficit cuts represented at the time, and that was to make policy specifically aimed at
appeasing the bond market and, to some extent, Alan Greenspan at the Federal Reserve. A
decision was made to prioritize credibility with Wall Street over credibility with the public
and the voters who elected Clinton, thereby accepting and enforcing Wall Street’s political
power. Clinton also leaned into deregulation and free market ideology by choosing to
populate his administration, his advisory team, and his regulatory agencies with people either
recruited from Wall Street or in support of the financial sector’s interest. Though there were a
few other viewpoints represented in his economic team, they were ultimately dismissed.
President Clinton was determined to differentiate himself from the Democratic presidents at
the midcentury, and went to great lengths to strategically present himself as a Wall Streetfriendly Democrat during his presidency.
That being said, economic policymaking is a product of its own time. Well before Bill
Clinton took office in 1993, changing political doctrine, as evidenced in leading
macroeconomic theories and beliefs and in the financial sector’s role in the U.S. economy,
had already occurred. I do not argue in this thesis that President Clinton could have reversed
these structural changes in political and social thought, or could have halted either the
financialization process or the deregulation trend entirely. I argue, however, that he made the
decision to lean into both and thereby accelerated the trends. President Clinton forged a new
path and set a new precedence for Democratic administrations in the twenty-first centuries in
terms of supporting growth of the financial sector rather than being suspicious of it, and he
confirmed to Wall Street that it now had support on both sides of the political aisle.
One of the most problematic aspects about economic policymaking in the 1990s is the
groupthink phenomenon. The convergence of the Republican Party and the Democratic Party
on economic ideology resulted in an echo chamber, regurgitating the logic of self-regulating
free markets. The revolving door between Wall Street and Washington, and an executive
branch populated by Wall Street insiders and Wall Street sympathizers, exacerbated the
problem. That is not to say that all deregulation or the liberalization of markets is an
inherently bad thing for an economy or for a society. It turned problematic in the 1990s,
however, in two ways. The first is that the belief in self-regulating free markets became so
accepted and taken for granted that there was no room for opposing views. Instead of
encouraging or allowing a nuanced conversation around the regulation of new financial
instruments, the people who proposed such conversation were ostracized and accused of
simply not understanding how modern finance worked. The other problematic aspect in the
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1990s is that many of the people tasked with regulating and supervising the financial services
industry did not actually believe in regulation. Moreover, the growing need for industry
experts with specialization in the newer and riskier financial markets in government meant
that Wall Street had friends and former coworkers embedded in the administration and in the
regulatory agencies. Regulators and policymakers, such as Robert Rubin, often found their
way back to high-paying jobs on Wall Street after having worked in Washington for some
years. This revolving door raises the question of who the primary beneficiaries are when
regulations and policy are made by industry experts from the financial sector.
In conclusion, I find that Wall Street dramatic rise in influence during the 1990s was a
product of a confluence of political, social, and economic processes. Structural changes in
political as well as macroeconomic doctrines from the 1970s popularized the belief in selfregulating free markets throughout Washington. The process of financialization of the
economy and the rise of modern finance in the last three decades of the twentieth century
gave the financial sector increased importance as a special interest group relative to the real
sector. President Clinton’s desire to differentiate himself from the Old Democrats by
committing to a centrist, market-friendly agenda and his decision to prioritize credibility with
Wall Street and Alan Greenspan defined his economic policy-making decisions from the first
year in office. Altogether, these processed culminated in the dismantling of the Depressionera regulatory framework by the turn of the millennium and the birth of new era in Wall
Street history.

Suggestions for further research
This thesis introduces several avenues for further research. One suggestion is taking a
comparative approach and examining the effect financialization has on political influence
held by the financial sector in political systems different from the U.S. Another important
contribution to the topic of this thesis would be empirical analysis of lobbying success for the
financial sector compared to other business sectors in the 1990s, provided that it entails
comprehensive operationalization of how to adequately measure lobbying influence.
Furthermore, scholarship on the repeal of the Glass Steagall Act and the dismantling of the
Depression-era regulatory framework in the U.S. would benefit from more comparative
analyses to the regulation of the financial services industries in other regions, such as the EU
or Asia. This could help explain if Wall Street was correct in arguing that the regulations gave
the U.S. financial sector a disadvantage in international competition or not. I would also
suggest further research into the economic policy of the Clinton administration and
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examination of other key events that are included in his legacy, such as the North American
Free Trade Agreement. This would connect to processes of globalization and the push
towards liberalization of trade, foreign investment, and cross-border capital flows.
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Appendix A: List of Abbreviations
CDC – Credit default swap, financial instrument under the umbrella of derivatives
CDO – Collateralized debt obligations, financial instrument under the umbrella of derivatives
CFTC – Commodity Futures Trading Commission
DLC – Democratic Leadership Council
EU – The European Union
FDIC – The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
FDR – President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
The Fed – The Federal Reserve
FIRE sector – Finance, Insurance and Real Estate sector
FOMC – Federal Open Market Committee, within the Federal Reserve System
FSMA – Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999, also known as the Gramm-LeachBliley act of 1999
GDP – Gross Domestic Product
IMF – International Monetary Fund
NEC –National Economic Council
NFA – New Financial Architecture
NYSE – New York Stock Exchange
OCC – Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
OMB – The United States Office of Management and Budget
OPEC – Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
OTC derivatives – Over-the-counter derivatives
SEC – Securities and Exchange Commission
S&Ls – Savings and Loans Institutions
The World Bank – International Bank for Reconstruction and Developments
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Appendix B:
The Clinton Years - List of Names
Roger Altman - Deputy Secretary of the Treasury (1993-1994)
Paul Begala – Chief strategist and consultant for Bill Clinton’s 1992 campaign
Lloyd Bentsen – Secretary of the Treasury (1993-1995)
Alan Blinder – Served in President Clinton’s Council of Economic Advisors (1993-1994)
Brooksley Born – Chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (1994-1999)
Al Gore – Vice President (1993-2000)
Stan Greenberg – Pollster and political strategist for Bill Clinton (1992-1993)
Alan Greenspan – Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors (1987-2006)
Arthur Levitt – Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission (1993-2001)
Leon Panetta – Director of the United States Office of Management and Budget (19931994), White House Chief of Staff (1994-1997)
Robert Reich – Secretary of Labor (1993-1997)
Robert Rubin – Head of the National Economic Council (1993-1995), Secretary of the
Treasury (1995-1999)
Joseph Stiglitz - Served in President Clinton’s Council of Economic Advisors (1993-1995),
Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors (1995-1997)
Larry Summers – Undersecretary for International Affairs in the U.S. Department of the
Treasury, Deputy Secretary of the Treasury (1995-1999), Secretary of the Treasury (19992000)
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